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Abstract13
Material transport in the ocean mixed layer (OML) is an important component of nat-14
ural processes such as gas and nutrient exchanges. It is also important in the context15
of pollution (oil droplets, microplastics, etc.). Observational studies of small-scale three-16
dimensional turbulence in the OML are difficult, especially if one aims at a systematic17
coverage of relevant parameters and their effects, under controlled conditions. Numer-18
ical studies are also challenging due to the large scale separation between the physical19
processes dominating transport in the horizontal and vertical directions. Despite this dif-20
ficulty, the application of large eddy simulation (LES) to study OML turbulence and,21
more specifically, its effects on material transport has resulted in major advances in the22
field in recent years. In this paper we review the use of LES to study material transport23
within the OML, and then summarize and synthesize the advances it has enabled in the24
past decade or so. In the first part we describe the LES technique and the most com-25
mon approaches when applying it in OML material transport investigations. In the sec-26
ond part we review recent results on material transport obtained using LES and com-27
ment on implications.28
Plain Language Summary29
The transport of materials in the ocean is a topic that has been attracting much30
interest in the last decades. Much of the importance of this topic lies in the fact that many31
of the materials considered impact ecosystem health and/or ocean-related industries. As32
examples we have pollutants (such as plastic and oil spills) and other natural substances33
like nutrients and phytoplankton. We focus on the upper part of the ocean, which is heav-34
ily impacted by the interaction with the atmosphere and, as a result, is particularly dif-35
ficult to understand and predict. However, using increasingly more powerful computers,36
scientists have made significant advances over recent years. As a result, a large amount37
of new research has been made by different research groups investigating different as-38
pects of the problem. In this review we compile, summarize and synthesize results pro-39
duced by computer simulations into a coherent framework with the goal of better un-40
derstanding the state-of-art of material transport. Finally, we conclude the paper with41
open research questions and directions for future research.42
1 Introduction43
Understanding and predicting transport and dispersion of materials in the ocean44
mixed layer (OML, sometimes also referred to as ocean surface boundary layer OSBL)45
is critical for a number of natural and human-made processes ranging from gas and nu-46
trient exchanges to the fate of pollutants such as oil droplets and microplastics. The struc-47
ture of the OML is such that large separation of scales exists between the dominant pro-48
cesses in the horizontal and vertical directions (Pedlosky, 1987, Sec. 1.3). The large nearly49
two-dimensional mesoscale eddies and currents that dominate horizontal transport (Berloff50
et al., 2002; Chelton et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2014) are well reproduced in regional mod-51
els and much progress has been made in understanding material transport at these scales.52
However, vertical transport is dominated by small-scale three-dimensional turbulence driven53
by various levels of wind shear, currents, waves, and buoyancy fluxes (Large et al., 1994;54
Belcher et al., 2012) , and less is known about its effects on material transport. In the55
past decade attention has also been brought to the important presence of three-dimensional56
submesoscale flow features (J. McWilliams, 2016), that provide a more direct coupling57
between mesoscale and turbulence, and play an important role in the transport of ma-58
terials. The focus of the present review is on the small-scale three-dimensional turbu-59
lence and its consequences for transport and dispersion of materials in the OML.60
Observational studies of three-dimensional turbulence in the OML are difficult and61
less common than in its atmospheric counterpart, the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).62
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As a consequence, most of the turbulence parameterizations required in regional mod-63
els have been adapted from those developed for the ABL (Large et al., 1994). However,64
the presence of surface gravity waves modifies the turbulence dynamics in the OML, re-65
sulting in flows that have no counterpart in the ABL (E. A. D’Asaro, 2014; Sullivan &66
McWilliams, 2010). The rapid development and widespread use of the large eddy sim-67
ulation (LES) technique has produced a revolution in our understanding of geophysical68
boundary layers. The technique, which was originally designed to study turbulence in69
the ABL (D. Lilly, 1967; J. W. Deardorff, 1970b), has made its way in the ocean mixed70
layer community in the mid nineties (Skyllingstad & Denbo, 1995; J. C. McWilliams et71
al., 1997), and a number of studies of vertical transport of materials followed in the past72
decade (J. C. McWilliams & Sullivan, 2000; Skyllingstad, 2000; Noh et al., 2006; Teix-73
eira & Belcher, 2010; Liang et al., 2012; Kukulka & Brunner, 2015). The use of LES has74
enabled fully three-dimensional high-fidelity simulations of complex turbulent flows in75
the OML and revealed a number of interesting features related to vertical mixing and76
its noticeable consequences to large-scale horizontal transport (specific references to be77
provided later in this paper in the appropriate contexts). However, most studies focused78
on a specific material (e.g. gas bubbles, biogenic particles, marine snow aggregates, mi-79
croplastics, oil droplets, etc.) and a limited set of forcing conditions (wind shear, buoy-80
ancy flux, waves, etc., see Fig 1). The time is ripe for a synthesis of the existing knowl-81
edge that such simulations have enabled us to acquire, which should hopefully allow for82
a deeper understanding and help move the field forward.83
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Figure 1. Schematic of relevant processes for the transport of material in the oceanic mixed
layer. Particles are primarily influenced by the wind shear (producing shear turbulence and an
Ekman spiral in the presence of rotation), Stokes drift (subsequently causing Langmuir circula-
tions by interacting with the shear turbulence), buoyancy fluxes at the surface (here indicated
only by shortwave and longwave radiation, but in reality other processes such as evaporation and
precipitation may also be important), breaking waves and turbulent mixing due to OML dynam-
ics. The inset shows the behaviors of 4 different particles subjected to the same flow: a surface
floater, a buoyant particle, a neutral fluid tracer, and a sinking particle (see text for definitions).
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At this point it is useful to establish some conventions in terms of the nomencla-84
ture to be used, as the lack of a common nomenclature in the literature is unhelpful. We85
will refer to solid particles, liquid droplets, and gas bubbles collectively as particles. By86
convention, buoyant particles are particles that are positively buoyant, having density87
smaller than that of sea water and a tendency to rise to the surface. We will use the ter-88
minology sinking particles for particles denser than sea water. The term floaters is re-89
served for buoyant particles that stay on the surface, and the term tracer is used to de-90
scribe neutrally buoyant particles, whose motion tracks that of fluid parcels (see Fig. 1).91
Finally, active particles are self-propelled particles that are capable of producing their92
own motion in response to different environmental stimuli (e.g., plankton swimming).93
This review paper consists of two main parts. Part 1 focuses on the LES technique,94
covering general modeling aspects and specific details relevant for its application to the95
OML. We focus on application of the technique to the filtered Navier-Stokes equations96
including relevant terms leading to, e.g. the Craik-Leibovich equations. We discuss sev-97
eral different approaches to subgrid-scale modeling that have been used by different groups.98
We also contrast the use of Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches to represent material99
transport and their respective advantages and disadvantages. We conclude Part 1 by dis-100
cussing recently developed approaches for multiscale simulations of material transport.101
Part 2 focuses on reviewing, organizing, and synthesizing the results and insights102
into flows and transport mechanisms obtained from LES in the past 10-15 years. Here103
we start by introducing the K-profile parameterization (KPP), since its basic structure104
has been used to frame a large portion of the OML research using LES. Next we discuss105
some of the important results that LES has enabled. Specifically, the following phenom-106
ena are discussed: preferential concentration of buoyant particles and floaters on the ocean107
surface, settling velocity of sinking particles, vertical mixing and resulting equilibrium108
profiles for buoyant particles, and effects of vertical distribution of material on horizon-109
tal transport and diffusion. We organize the discussions of these topics by categorizing110
them based on the dominant mechanisms of turbulence forcing (buoyancy, wind shear,111
waves), and whenever possible attempt to recast available results within a unifying frame-112
work. We conclude the paper with a summary of the state of the science, pointing out113
open questions and future directions for investigation.114
2 Tools115
2.1 Large eddy simulation of ocean mixed layer flows116
2.1.1 Craik-Leibovich equations117
The vast majority of the numerical studies of ocean mixed layer turbulence has been118
performed in the context of wave-averaged dynamics. The underlying assumption is that119
the surface gravity waves represent the fastest component in the system and are not af-120
fected by the other components (turbulence and currents). Averaging the Navier-Stokes121
equations over a time scale T longer than the wave period results in a modified set of122
equations, typically referred to as the Craik-Leibovich (CL) equations (Craik & Leibovich,123
1976; Leibovich, 1977; Leibovich & Radhakrishnan, 1977; N. E. Huang, 1979; Holm, 1996)124
∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u = −∇pi +
(
1− ρ
ρ0
)
ge3 − 2Ω× u + ν∇2u + us × ω − 2Ω× us (1)125
∇ · u = 0. (2)126
Hereafter, we adopt a cartesian coordinate systems x = (x, y, z) with origin at the ocean127
surface and the positive vertical axis pointing upward (so z ≤ 0 within the domain of128
interest). In addition, u = (u, v, w) is the Eulerian velocity field, ω = ∇ × u is the129
vorticity field, us is the Stokes drift velocity, g is the gravitational acceleration, e3 is the130
unit vector in the vertical direction, ρ0 is the reference density of sea water, ρ and ν are131
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the sea-water density and kinematic viscosity, Ω is the angular velocity of Earth, and132
pi =
(
p
ρ0
+
|u + us|2
2
− |u|
2
2
)
(3)133
is a modified pressure with p being the dynamic pressure. Note that all the main flow134
variables in these equations (i.e., u, ω, ρ, and p) are to be interpreted as time averages135
over a period T . The Stokes drift velocity is formally defined as136
us(z) =
1
T
∫ T/2
−T/2
[∫ t
uwdt
′ · ∇uw(t)
]
dt, (4)137
where uw is the orbital velocity of the surface wave field (see review paper by van den138
Bremer and Breivik (2018)). The terms on the right hand side of Eq (1) are, in order,139
the (modified) pressure gradient force, buoyancy force due to sea water density varia-140
tion, Coriolis force, viscous force, the vortex force (Craik & Leibovich, 1976) and Cori-141
olis vortex force (N. E. Huang, 1979) resulting from the wave averaging procedure. Note142
that these are not exact, and are obtained based on a perturbation approach. For nearly143
irrotational waves with small slopes, the superposition of the Eulerian velocity and the144
Stokes drift is approximately equal the Lagrangian velocity uL = (u+us) (Leibovich,145
1980). These equations are obtained with the assumption that the wave field is uniform146
in the horizontal directions, so that the resulting Stokes drift is only a function of z. As147
in the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, incompressibility can be maintained if the148
modified pressure field is required to satisfy the Poisson equation obtained from the di-149
vergence of the CL equations. A particularly elegant derivation of the CL equations based150
on the generalized Lagrangian mean theory (Andrews et al., 1978) is presented by Leibovich151
(1980), and other modern derivations are given by Holm (1996) and J. C. McWilliams152
and Restrepo (1999).153
Following the first LES studies based on the CL equations (Skyllingstad & Denbo,154
1995; J. C. McWilliams et al., 1997), it has become common practice to consider one sin-155
gle wave mode in the specification of the Stokes drift velocity profile (i.e., the dominant156
mode or an equivalent mode that would approximate some characteristic of the Stokes157
drift for the entire spectrum). For the simple case of a monochromatic wave train with158
angular frequency ω =
√
gk tanh (kH) (where k is the wavenumber and H is the wa-159
ter depth), this yields the classic profile160
us(z) = Us
cosh [2k(z +H)]
2 sinh2 (kH)
ew. (5)161
In Eq. (5), Us = ωka
2 is a measure of the magnitude of the Stokes drift (which is equal162
to the Stokes drift velocity at the surface for the deep-water waves), a is the wave am-163
plitude, and ew is a unit vector in the direction of the wave propagation (Phillips, 1977).164
Note that for deep-water waves (kH > pi, or ideally, kH  1) (Dean & Dalrymple,165
1991), Eq. (5) reduces to us(z) = Us exp (2kz)ew. Despite the widespread use of the166
monochromatic wave Stokes drift, the vertical extent of Langmuir cells depends on the167
vertical profile of the Stokes drift velocity, which is different for a broadband spectrum.168
In particular, the use of the monochromatic wave to approximate the full spectrum un-169
derestimates the near-surface shear in us and the magnitude of us away from the sur-170
face due to larger penetration of longer waves (Breivik et al., 2014). For a known direc-171
tional spectral density in the frequency domain, S(ω, ϑ) (typically parameterized based172
on field measurements), where ϑ is the wave spreading angle with respect to the down-173
wind direction, the Stokes drift us for the deep-water case can be obtained by integrat-174
ing the wave spectrum (Kenyon, 1969; J. C. McWilliams & Restrepo, 1999; Webb & Fox-175
Kemper, 2011),176
us(z) =
2
g
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
ω3S(ω, ϑ) exp
(
2ω2
g
z
)
(cosϑ, sinϑ, 0) dϑdω. (6)177
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The use of Eq. (6) requires the specification of the directional spectral density S(ω, ϑ).178
This can be done by adopting an empirical spectral density functions such as the Pierson–179
Moskowitz (PM)(Pierson Jr & Moskowitz, 1964), Joint North Sea Wave Project (JON-180
SWAP) (Hasselmann et al., 1976), or Donelan (Donelan et al., 1985) spectra or by us-181
ing an independent wave model such as WAVEWATCH III (Tolman et al., 2009).182
The final component to complete the set of CL equations is the density field, which183
is usually represented by a linear relationship to potential temperature (θ) and some-184
times also salinity (S) via ρ = ρ0 [1− αθ (θ − θ0) + αS (S − S0)], where αθ and αS are185
the thermal expansion and haline contraction coefficients (Denbo & Skyllingstad, 1996).186
The general approach is to write advection-diffusion equations for potential temperature187
and salinity, and then use the simplified equation of state to obtain the density. For a188
generic scalar field φ (that can be θ and/or S)189
∂φ
∂t
+ (u + us) · ∇φ = Dφ∇2φ, (7)190
where Dφ is the molecular diffusion coefficient and the Stokes-drift scalar advection is191
included (J. C. McWilliams & Restrepo, 1999). As in Eq. (1), here too φ, θ, and S are192
time averaged over a period T . In most cases, sources and sinks of heat and salinity are193
specified via boundary conditions at the surface. As a final remark, the viscosity ν and194
the diffusivity Dφ appearing in Eqs. (1) and (7) should also include the effects of the small195
scales of turbulence filtered out by the time averaging involved in the CL equations. In196
the present context, the inclusion of the turbulence component is not relevant, as it can197
be considered as part of the terms that arise from the spatial filtering formality of large198
eddy simulation (see next subsection).199
2.1.2 Large eddy simulation of Craik-Leibovich equations200
From the perspective of LES, the great appeal of using the CL equations is the pos-201
sibility of capturing the first-order accumulated effects of the waves on the turbulent flow202
(i.e. the Langmuir cells and their nonlinear interaction with three-dimensional turbu-203
lence) without the additional burden of resolving or explicitly representing the surface204
waves. In this wave-averaged framework, the flow features induced by the horizontal pres-205
sure gradients associated with the waves, as well as the effects of turbulence on the wave206
field, are neglected.207
In LES, only the scales larger than a prescribed length scale ∆ (termed filter width)208
are resolved on the numerical grid. Reviews of LES can be found in Lesieur and Metais209
(1996), Meneveau and Katz (2000), and Sagaut (2006). Formally, the separation between210
resolved scales and subgrid scales is done by the convolution of the velocity field with211
a kernel G∆(x) (Leonard, 1975). Thus, the resolved velocity field u˜(x, t) is obtained via212
u˜(x, t) ≡ G∆ ∗ u =
∫
G∆(x− x′)u˜(x′, t)d3x′, (8)213
and the formal decomposition is written as214
u(x, t) = u˜(x, t) + usgs(x, t). (9)215
In Eq. (9), usgs(x, t) is the subgrid-scale velocity. The same decomposition applies to216
other variables of interest, such as density, pressure, potential temperature, salinity, and217
concentration of particles (see section 2.2.2).218
Filtering the Craik-Lebovich equations (1) and (2), and neglecting the viscous term219
on the basis of large Reynolds number, yields220
∂u˜
∂t
+ u˜ · ∇u˜ = −∇P˜ −∇ · τ d +
(
1− ρ˜
ρ0
)
ge3 − 2Ω× (u˜ + us) + us × ω˜ (10)221
∇ · u˜ = 0. (11)222
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In Eq. (10), τ = (u˜u− u˜u˜) is the subgrid-scale (SGS) stress tensor, and P˜ = pi +223
tr(τ )/3 is a modified pressure. The SGS force (i.e. the divergence of the SGS stress ten-224
sor) represents the effects of the unresolved scales on the resolved velocity field and must225
be parameterized. For modeling purposes, one formally separates the SGS stress tensor226
into a deviatoric part (τ d) and an isotropic part proportional to the SGS kinetic energy227
e = (1/2)tr(τ ). Thus228
τ = −2
3
eδ + τ d, (12)229
where δ is the Kronecker delta tensor. The deviatoric part is explicitly modeled, while230
the isotropic portion is included in the modified pressure P˜ .231
Finally, the filtered advection-diffusion equation for a generic scalar field (e.g., tem-232
perature and salinity) is given by233
∂φ˜
∂t
+ (u˜ + us) · ∇φ˜ = −∇ · piφ, (13)234
where piφ =
(
u˜φ− u˜φ˜
)
is the SGS scalar flux and the molecular diffusion has been ne-235
glected on the basis of large Pe´clet number. Closure of the filtered equations (10), (11),236
and (13) requires models for the SGS fluxes of momentum, heat, and salinity.237
2.1.3 Subgrid-scale models238
The vast majority of the LES studies of OML turbulence employ some variant of239
the eddy-viscosity model (Smagorinsky, 1963). In this approach, the deviatoric part of240
the SGS stress tensor is modeled as241
τ d = −2νsgsS˜, (14)242
where243
S˜ =
1
2
(∇u˜ +∇u˜T) (15)244
is the resolved strain-rate tensor. The rate of energy transfer between the resolved and245
SGS scales, often referred to as the SGS dissipation rate, is given by Π∆ = −(τ d : S˜)246
(D. Lilly, 1967), being always positive for eddy-viscosity models. Eddy-viscosity mod-247
els cannot represent the two-way instantaneous energy transfer across scales that occurs248
in turbulence, but rather focus on correctly capturing the mean transfer from large to249
small scales. This turns out to be critical, as reproducing the correct rate of SGS dis-250
sipation is a sufficient condition to guarantee that the energy transfer across scales is prop-251
erly represented in resolved scales much larger than the filter width (Meneveau, 1994,252
2010).253
The eddy viscosity (which in reality is an SGS viscosity, as it only represents the254
effects of scales smaller than the filter width) is then expressed as the product of a length255
scale and a velocity scale, and different models differ on the choices for these scales. In256
the Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky, 1963), the length scale is proportional to the fil-257
ter width ∆, and the velocity scale is proportional to ∆|S˜|, where the magnitude of the258
strain-rate tensor is defined via |S˜|2 = 2(S˜ : S˜). This choice results in259
νsgs = (Cs∆)
2|S˜|, (16)260
where Cs is the Smagorinsky coefficient. By assuming a sharp spectral cutoff filter in the261
inertial subrange (i.e. the intermediate range of scales where no production or dissipa-262
tion of TKE occurs, and energy is only transferred across scales via inertial processes)263
and matching the SGS dissipation rate to the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) dissipa-264
tion rate (i.e. the rate of energy transfer across scales within the inertial subrange), D. Lilly265
(1967) linked Cs to the Kolmogorov constant and obtained the theoretical value Cs ≈266
0.165.267
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The Smagorinsky model is seldom used in its original formulation. One of the is-268
sues is that, in the presence of mean shear, the resulting SGS viscosity is too large, lead-269
ing to excessive dissipation of resolved TKE. Among the papers reviewed here, J. R. Tay-270
lor (2018) uses a modified version of Eq. (16) in which S˜ is replaced by its fluctuating271
component S˜′, as proposed by Kaltenbach, Gerz, and Schumann (1994). Polton and Belcher272
(2007) replace (Cs∆)
2 by (1−Rif )1/2`2m, where `m is a length scale that depends on273
the local flux Richardson number Rif and the distance from the ocean surface z. Most274
other studies use more sophisticated versions of the eddy-viscosity closure discussed be-275
low.276
The use of the original Smagorinsky model is also problematic in regions of the flow277
where the most energetic scales are not properly resolved. In simulations of the OML,278
this occurs mostly near the surface, where the local integral scale is reduced and becomes279
comparable to the filter width. In these conditions, the use of the dynamic model intro-280
duced by Germano, Piomelli, Moin, and Cabot (1991) is advantageous. The basic idea281
behind the dynamic model is to leverage the information in the resolved scales to op-282
timize the values of the Smagorinsky coefficient. The dynamic model is based on the Ger-283
mano identity (Germano, 1992), given by284
T = L + τ̂ . (17)285
Here, f̂ ≡ G%∆∗f represents a test filter applied on f at scale %∆ (with % > 1), and L286
and T are the Leonard stress tensor and the SGS stress tensor resulting from the com-287
bination of the filters at scales ∆ and %∆, respectively. These two tensors are defined288
as289
T = ̂˜uu− ̂˜û˜u and L = ̂˜uu˜− ̂˜û˜u. (18)290
The dynamic model approach exploits the fact that L can be determined from the re-291
solved velocity field u˜, and that τ and T can be written using the Smagorinsky closure292
(or any other closure, for that matter). If the Smagorinsky coefficient is assumed to be293
the same at both scales, the optimal coefficient that minimizes the mean squared error294
of the Germano identity is given by (D. K. Lilly, 1992)295
C2s =
〈L : M〉
〈M : M〉 , (19)296
where297
M = 2∆2
(
|̂S˜|S˜− %2 |̂S˜|̂˜S) , (20)298
and the brackets indicate averaging performed over directions of statistical homogene-299
ity (Germano et al., 1991) or along fluid parcel trajectories (Meneveau et al., 1996). The300
assumption that the coefficient is the same at both scales relies on the assumption of scale-301
invariance of the nonlinear processes involved in the energy cascade, something that is302
only applicable in the inertial subrange (Meneveau & Katz, 2000). The scale-dependent303
version of the dynamic model relaxes the assumption of scale invariance by postulating304
a power-law relationship between the Smagorinsky coefficient at different scales (Porte´-305
Agel et al., 2000). Tejada-Martinez and Grosch (2007) and O¨zgo¨kmen et al. (2012) use306
the standard dynamic model given by Eq. (19), while Yang, Chamecki, and Meneveau307
(2014) use the Lagrangian averaged scale-dependent version as described by Bou-Zeid,308
Meneveau, and Parlange (2005), with the inclusion of the Stokes drift in the determi-309
nation of Lagrangian trajectories.310
An alternative approach to the Smagorinsky model first proposed by J. Deardorff311
(1973) is to use the SGS kinetic energy to obtain the velocity scale needed in the eddy-312
viscosity model, which can then be written as313
νsgs = Ce`e
1/2, (21)314
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where ` is a suitable length scale. This is usually referred to as the Deardorff 1.5 closure,315
and in most LES models, ` = ∆ for neutral and unstable conditions and ` = 0.76e1/2/N316
(N being the Brunt-Vaisalla frequency) for stable conditions (J. W. Deardorff, 1980).317
A prognostic equation for the SGS kinetic energy is included in the model, which requires318
closure of the dissipation and transport terms. The usual closure assumptions result in319
a prognostic equation of the form320
∂e
∂t
+ (u˜ + us) · ∇e = νsgs(|S˜|2 + 2S˜ : ∇us)− 1
ρ0
ge3 · piρ − C e
3/2
`
+∇ · (2νsgs∇e) . (22)321
Note that two additional terms, representing advection of SGS kinetic energy by the Stokes322
drift and a production of SGS kinetic energy by the shear in the Stokes velocity appear323
in Eq. (22) as a result of the wave-averaging procedure. The main advantage of includ-324
ing a prognostic equation for the SGS kinetic energy is that, contrary to the standard325
Smagorinsky model, no equilibrium between local production and local dissipation of TKE326
is assumed. This formulation (in this form or with some modifications) is used by a num-327
ber of groups, including Skyllingstad and Denbo (1995), J. C. McWilliams et al. (1997),328
and Noh et al. (2006).329
The vast majority of the numerical studies of OML turbulence rely on some dy-330
namic version of the Smagorinsky model or on Deardorff’s 1.5 closure based on the prog-331
nostic equation for SGS TKE. Other than the exceptions already noted above, one ad-332
ditional exception is Mensa, O¨zgo¨kmen, Poje, and Imberger (2015), who use a constant333
eddy viscosity model specifying different values for horizontal and vertical viscosity.334
The most common approach to complete closure of the equations is to model the335
SGS heat/salinity flux using336
piφ = − νsgs
Scsgs
∇φ˜, (23)337
where Scsgs is an SGS Schmidt number, which becomes an SGS Prandtl number Prsgs338
for the case φ = θ. The most commonly used approach to specify the SGS Prandtl num-339
ber was proposed by J. W. Deardorff (1980) and consists of setting Prsgs = (1+2`/∆)
−1,340
yielding a constant value of 1/3 for neutral and unstable conditions with an increasing341
function that asymptotes to Prsgs = 1 in strongly stable conditions. The reduction in342
Prsgs only impacts simulation results in the presence of strong stratification (Sullivan343
et al., 1994). Many studies simply set a constant value between 1/3 and 1 (Akan et al.,344
2013; Yang et al., 2014). Note that the dynamic approach based on test-filtering fields345
at scale %∆ can also be used to determine a dynamic SGS Prandtl number during the346
simulation, as done in some closures used in studies of the atmospheric boundary layer347
(Porte´-Agel, 2004), but we are not aware of any OML study that employed this approach.348
At least in the case of the ABL, the evidence suggests that this approach does not have349
much advantage over combining the dynamic model for the momentum equations with350
a constant Prandtl number (J. Huang & Bou-Zeid, 2013).351
The issue of SGS modeling is an important one, despite some general perception352
that LES solutions tend to be fairly insensitive to the choice of closure. It is true that353
mean fields (first-order statistics) away from boundaries are fairly insensitive to the spe-354
cific details of the SGS model, specially if a fine resolution is adopted. However, second-355
order statistics such as the TKE can often be more sensitive. Perhaps the one example356
that can be used here is the comparison provided by Yang, Chen, Chamecki, and Men-357
eveau (2015) with the results from J. C. McWilliams et al. (1997) for the simulation of358
Langmuir turbulence (see Fig. 2). The two codes are very similar in terms of numerics,359
but the former used the Lagrangian scale-dependent Smagorinsky model while the lat-360
ter used the Deardroff 1.5 closure. Simulation setup and grid resolution are identical and361
both studies handled inertial oscillations in a similar way, so that most of the differences362
observed in Fig. 2 may be ascribed to the different SGS models. Note that the agree-363
ment is reasonably good, but differences are visible. For instance, the mean velocity pro-364
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files and the variance in vertical velocity are slightly different between the two simula-365
tions (particularly near the surface). In the absence of observational data or DNS results,366
one cannot conclude that one SGS model is superior to the other. But the comparison367
makes it clear that the choice of SGS model impacts the results. In the context of the368
present review, the differences in vertical velocity variance near the surface can be quite369
important for transport of buoyant materials.370
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z/z
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Figure 2. Comparison between simulations of J. C. McWilliams et al. (1997) (dashed lines)
and Yang et al. (2015) (solid lines and symbols, with slightly different initial conditions) for the
same Langmuir turbulence setup. Vertical profiles of (a) mean along-wind velocity 〈u〉 (b) mean
cross-wind velocity 〈v〉, and (c) vertical velocity variance 〈w′w′〉. Results normalized by the
depth of the OML (here zi instead of h) and the friction velocity associated with the wind shear
(u∗). The main difference between the two simulations is the SGS model. Reproduced from Yang
et al. (2015).
More systematic comparisons between different SGS models have been performed371
for simulations of the ABL (e.g., Bou-Zeid et al. (2005), Mirocha, Kirkil, Bou-Zeid, Chow,372
and Kosovic´ (2013)), and there is no obvious reason for the conclusions not to apply to373
the OML. In general, different models lead to very significant differences in the struc-374
ture of the resolved flow field (as evidenced for example by differences in the energy spec-375
trum), even when the agreement between low-order statistics is reasonably good (Bou-376
Zeid et al., 2005; Mirocha et al., 2013). Given that a lot of the emphasis of studies of377
Langmuir turbulence is placed on the structure of the Langmuir cells and its consequences378
for material transport, a comparison between different SGS models for OML turbulence379
would probably be a welcome addition to the literature.380
2.2 Approaches to simulate the dispersed phase381
The focus of this review is on the transport of material in the OML, where mate-382
rial is broadly defined to include solid particles, liquid droplets, and gas bubbles. From383
a fundamental perspective, these materials are all viewed as a dispersed phase that is384
distributed within (and transported by) a carrier phase. The small volume fraction and385
mass loading associated with the dispersed phase in most applications of practical im-386
portance allow for a simple treatment in which the effects of the dispersed phase on the387
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flow field can be neglected. This approach is usually referred to as one way coupling (Balachandar388
& Eaton, 2010). In some cases, however, feedbacks on the flow may be important, es-389
pecially in the case of gas bubbles and buoyancy forces, requiring a two-way coupling390
approach.391
The study of the motion of particles immersed in a turbulent flow field has a long392
history and its own many branches. The Maxey-Riley equation describing the forces ex-393
perienced by small inertial particles (i.e., for particles with size much smaller than the394
Kolmogorov length scale η) in a turbulent flow is given by M. R. Maxey and Riley (1983)395
and Auton, Hunt, and Prud’Homme (1988). Here we start from a somewhat simplified396
version of this equation, in which the only forces acting are gravitational force, drag, vir-397
tual mass, and fluid stresses due to flow acceleration. For a spherical particle with di-398
ameter dp and density ρp, the resulting particle acceleration is given by399
dvp
dt
= −vp − u
τp
+ (1−R) g +R Du
Dt
, (24)400
where both the fluid velocity and acceleration must be evaluated at the particle posi-401
tion. In Eq. (24), the terms on the right-hand side are the drag force, the gravitational402
force combined with the virtual mass, and the stresses due to flow acceleration. In ad-403
dition,404
τp =
1
f(Rep)
(ρp + ρ/2)d
2
p
18µ
and R =
3ρ
2ρp + ρ
(25)405
are the particle response time scale and the acceleration parameter, respectively. Finally,406
Rep = |vp − u|dp/ν is the particle Reynolds number based on the particle slip veloc-407
ity and f(Rep) = (1+0.15Re
2/3
p ) is the Schiller-Naumann empirical correction to Stokes408
drag for Rep < 800 (Loth, 2008).409
Equation (24) is usually the starting point in most studies of motion of inertial par-410
ticles in turbulent flows (Balkovsky et al., 2001). In this equation, lift force, history force,411
Brownian motion and the Faxe´n corrections were not included. Neglecting Brownian mo-412
tion is consistent with the assumptions that molecular viscosity and diffusivity are neg-413
ligible in Eqs (10) and (13), respectively. Inclusion of the history force and the Faxe´n414
corrections greatly complicates the problem, and both forces are usually small when the415
particle radius is small compared to the Kolmogorov scale (i.e., dp/(2η)  1). How-416
ever, a recent DNS study of marine snow settling in homogeneous and isotropic turbu-417
lence by Guseva, Daitche, Feudel, and Te´l (2016) has shown that, when the particle den-418
sity is only slightly larger than the fluid density, the history force greatly increases the419
time it takes for particles starting from rest to reach their terminal slip velocity, greatly420
reducing the overall settling rate in the flow. They also noted that the Faxe´n corrections421
were negligible in their study. Finally, Fraga and Stoesser (2016) have shown that the422
effect of the lift force can be important in segregating bubbles of different sizes when those423
are rising within a turbulent jet. Thus, perhaps with the exception of Brownian motion,424
more studies are needed before the limits of applicability of Eq. (24) can be clearly de-425
termined.426
Even if these additional forces are neglected and the approximation given by Eq.427
(24) is accepted, one still has to evolve a separate set of differential equations for each428
particle’s velocity. For small Stokes numbers (defined as the ratio between the particle429
response time and the turbulence time scale, St = τp/τt), further simplification is pos-430
sible, and Eq. (24) can be approximated as (Druzhinin, 1995; Ferry & Balachandar, 2001)431
vp = u + wte3 +
wt
g
Du
Dt
, (26)432
where we have introduced a generalized terminal slip velocity (Yang et al., 2016)433
wt = (R− 1) τp g = 1
f(Rep)
(ρp − ρ)gd2p
18µ
. (27)434
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The main advantage of using the small Stokes number assumption is the diagnostic na-435
ture of Eq. (26), which no longer requires time integration of the equation set for par-436
ticle velocity as in Eq. (24). Note that the terminal slip velocity between the particle437
and the fluid wt is positive for buoyant particles and it is usually referred to as rise ve-438
locity wr = wt, while it is negative for sinking particles for which it is usually called439
settling velocity ws = −wt. The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (26) is the leading-440
order inertial effect, being negligible in the limit St  1 (but even at St ≈ 0.1 iner-441
tial effects impact particle distribution by producing preferential concentration (Coleman442
& Vassilicos, 2009)).443
For non-spherical particles, the drag coefficient and the terminal slip velocity will444
also depend on particle shape and surface roughness and the particle orientation in the445
flow (Loth, 2008; Bagheri & Bonadonna, 2016). In these cases, one can use measurements446
of terminal slip velocity and determine τp from the first equality in Eq. (27). An alter-447
native approach is to determine the terminal slip velocity using empirical expressions for448
the drag coefficient, such as the one proposed by Bagheri and Bonadonna (2016) that449
includes effects of particle orientation. In this case, an assumption about the distribu-450
tion of particle orientation in the flow is needed. For gas bubbles and liquid droplets, the451
formulae proposed by Woolf and Thorpe (1991) and Zheng and Yapa (2000) are usually452
employed.453
A list of typical values of terminal slip velocity and Stokes numbers for some of the454
particles of interest in studies of OML is presented in Table 1. For these estimates, we455
used three values of TKE dissipation rate in Langmuir turbulence with and without break-456
ing waves estimated from Figure 10 in Sullivan, McWilliams, and Melville (2007):  ≈457
5.5×10−7 m2/s3 for the middle of the OML (estimated at about z/h ≈ 0.5, where h <458
0 is the depth of the OML; see discussion in Section 3),  ≈ 5.3 × 10−5 m2/s3 for the459
near surface of the OML without breaking waves (estimated here from an LES near the460
surface at a depth of z/h ≈ 0.008), and  ≈ 1.1 × 10−3 m2/s3 for the near surface of461
the OML with breaking waves (also estimated at z/h ≈ 0.008), where h is the OML462
depth. We consider the former two as reasonably large dissipation rates in the absence463
of breaking waves and the latter as a reasonable upper bound on possible values encoun-464
tered in the OML. Thus, the estimated values of Stη = τp/τη (with τη =
√
ν/) can465
be considered as fairly large values. Clearly inertial effects are negligible in the bulk of466
the OML for all particles listed. It is only near the surface of the OML and in the pres-467
ence of wave breaking that inertial effects may play a noticeable role in the transport468
of large gas bubbles, oil droplets, and plastic debris (assessment of importance of iner-469
tial effects should be based on the criterion Stη ≥ 0.1 – see Table 1 for sample values).470
As a side note, the three values of dissipation quoted above correspond to Kolmogorov471
length scales η = 1200, 385, and 180µm, and consequently the assumption dp/(2η)472
1 for the validity of the Maxey-Riley equation is not always satisfied for the particles listed473
in Table 1.474
The effects of turbulence on the terminal slip velocity of inertial particles has at-475
tracted considerable attention, since the direct numerical simulation (DNS) results of L.-476
P. Wang and Maxey (1993) showed that turbulence could significantly increase the av-477
erage terminal velocity of inertial particles compared to their slip velocity in still fluid478
(i.e., (|wt,eff | − |wt|) > 1, where wt,eff is the effective particle slip velocity in a turbu-479
lent flow and wt is the particle terminal slip velocity in still fluid as defined in Eq. (27)).480
L.-P. Wang and Maxey (1993) showed that settling particles tend to oversample regions481
of downward velocity (known as the “fast-tracking” or “preferential-sweeping” mecha-482
nism), leading to significant increases in the mean settling velocity. Similarly, one would483
expect rising particles to preferentially sample upward velocities. On the other hand, fast-484
falling particles may spend more time on upward moving flow, a mechanism usually re-485
ferred to as “loitering” (Nielsen, 1993). The dominant mechanism and the magnitude486
of the effects depend on several dimensionless parameters, and only a small portion of487
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this multidimensional parameter space has been properly sampled. Nevertheless, it seems488
clear that the effect is only important for Stη ≥ 0.1, and its magnitude and direction489
(i.e., increasing or reducing terminal slip velocity) depend both on Stη and the settling490
parameter Svη = |wt|/uη (where uη = (ν)1/4 is the Kolmogorov velocity scale). A491
combination of laboratory experiments and numerical simulations presented by Good492
et al. (2014) maps a portion of the parameter space (see Fig. 3) and it can be consid-493
ered a summary of our current understanding of this phenomenon. Note that in the fig-494
ure, the magnitude of the increase represented by βturb = (wt,eff −wt)/W scales with495
a characteristic turbulence velocity scale W (to be more precisely defined in section 4.1).496
The main conclusion from Fig. 3 is that for turbulence to have a significant impact on497
the average terminal velocity, both Stη and Svη must be of order 1.498
Dissipation rate:
Near surface turbulence
(no breaking waves)
Near surface turbulence
(with breaking waves)
Terminal slip velocity:
0.01 m/s
0.03 m/s
0.10 m/s
0.32 m/s
 turb
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Figure 3. Isocontours of βturb = (wt,eff − wt)/W on the Stη–Svη plane obtained from DNS
of homogeneous isotropic turbulence at Reλ = 140. Here W is a turbulence velocity scale. Figure
adapted from Good et al. (2014).
Although the results in Fig. 3 are for low Reynolds number turbulence and heavy499
particles (ρp/ρ 1), we use them in interpreting the potential for inertial terminal ve-500
locity changes in the OML. On Fig. 3 we plot two near-surface values of TKE dissipa-501
tion rate in Langmuir turbulence, as estimated from Fig. 10 in Sullivan et al. (2007). We502
remark that values of dissipation in the middle of the OML are too small to appear within503
the plotted range in this figure. Note that a pair of values for ν and  establishes a line504
in this parameter space, and the value of wt determines the position along that line. Thus,505
changing particle size changes only the location along the line. Note that for our esti-506
mated values for the top of the OML in the presence of breaking waves, which is the con-507
dition most likely to lead to relevant changes in the slip velocity, βturb is still small: βturb ≈508
0.05. The conclusion from this analysis is that, based on the results from Good et al. (2014),509
the small values of TKE dissipation rate in the OML lead to small values of βturb. Thus,510
the evidence seems to point to these effects not being important in general, with the pos-511
sible exception of cases in the presence of strong breaking waves. Note also that even512
for very small values of βturb, the relative increase in terminal velocity (wt,eff−wt)/wt =513
βturbW/wt can be quite large if W/wt is large (even with a small βturb). However, for514
most applications, this increase is likely to be unimportant, since W/wt  1 implies515
that the actual value wt is quite small (see further discussion in Sec. 4.1).516
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In the context of LES, Eq. (26) is filtered and the magnitude of the last term af-517
ter filtering is proportional to St∆ = τp/τ∆, where τ∆ is a timescale for the smallest518
resolved eddies in the LES (Balachandar & Eaton, 2010). For closures using the Smagorin-519
sky model, τ∆ = |S˜|−1 seems to be a natural choice, while τ∆ = e1/2/` is more ap-520
propriate with the use of Deardorff’s 1.5 closure. Note that when wt is used from em-521
pirical correlations as is often the case, an approximate response time scale can be ob-522
tained from Eq. (27) for the purpose of estimating St∆. For the resolutions currently523
used in LES of OML, inertial effects are negligible for any reasonable particle size and524
the inclusion of the inertial term on the right-hand side of (26) is not necessary. The same525
is true about the lift force (Yang et al., 2016). Thus, if these effects are to be incorpo-526
rated into current LES studies, this must be done via new SGS models.527
2.2.1 Lagrangian approach528
The vast majority of the studies of material transport in the OML adopt a Lagrangian529
approach. In fact, most of the first papers studying material transport in the OML con-530
sidered only floater particles which were then used as a visualization tool to illustrate531
features of surface convergence, one of the most recognizable characteristics of Langmuir532
turbulence (Skyllingstad & Denbo, 1995; J. C. McWilliams et al., 1997; J. C. McWilliams533
& Sullivan, 2000; Skyllingstad, 2000). The study by Noh et al. (2006) on sinking par-534
ticles and by Kukulka, Plueddemann, and Sullivan (2012) on buoyant particles are the535
first studies to go beyond floaters, and to seek some quantitative analysis of their behav-536
iors.537
In the Lagrangian approach, the flow is seeded with a large number of particles whose538
position xp is evolved according to539
dxp
dt
= vp, (28)540
where vp is the particle velocity. All studies reviewed here are based on the limit St541
1. In this case, the inertial term on the right-hand side of Eq. (26) is negligible and the542
particle velocity is given by543
vp = u˜(xp) + usgs(xp) + us(xp) + wte3. (29)544
Here u˜(xp) is the resolved velocity field at the particle location (usually obtained from545
the LES fields via interpolation from the grid-scale velocity) and usgs is the contribu-546
tion of the subgrid scales to the particle velocity. Because individual particle trajecto-547
ries are determined independently, the SGS velocity vector is needed for each particle548
and SGS modeling has to be handled in a different framework from that used for the con-549
tinuum equations in Sec. 2.1. In LES models for the atmospheric boundary layer, the550
SGS velocity has been represented using a Lagrangian stochastic model (LSM) proposed551
by Weil, Sullivan, and Moeng (2004). In this framework, which is based on the model552
constructed by Thomson (1987), the SGS velocity is obtained from a stochastic differ-553
ential equation containing two main parts, a drift part constrained by the LES fields and554
a stochastic part. Lagrangian studies of particles in the OML often neglect the SGS com-555
ponent without justification. It seems reasonable to neglect this component for floaters556
(and many studies focused only on floaters) since their motion is determined by the hor-557
izontal components of velocity, which are well resolved at the surface due to the free-slip558
boundary condition. However, neglecting usgs seems less justified for buoyant, sinking,559
and tracer particles, whose motion is strongly impacted by vertical velocity fluctuations560
that tend to be poorly resolved near the surface (due to the no-penetration boundary561
condition). Noh et al. (2006) argue that the SGS kinetic energy is smaller than the re-562
solved portion of the TKE, thus rendering the SGS velocity portion negligible. Never-563
theless, the vertical component of the SGS velocity in the OML need not be negligible,564
and can not be neglected without supporting results. The work by Liang, Wan, Rose,565
Sullivan, and McWilliams (2018) on buoyant particles seems to be the first exception,566
in which the SGS velocity is estimated from a random displacement model (a simpler567
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version of the full LSM in which only the random component is included). More recently,568
Kukulka and Veron (2019) implemented a full LSM for the SGS velocity component in569
the simulation of tracer particles and showed that the inclusion of the SGS component570
does have an important impact on the tracer statistics. Most notably, in their simula-571
tion, neglecting the SGS contribution reduced the decay in the Lagrangian autocorre-572
lation functions, causing an overestimation of the Lagrangian integral time scales by 10%-573
20%. The authors did not report the effects on particle dispersion, but one would ex-574
pect a similar overestimation of the turbulent diffusivities.575
In principle the Lagrangian approach is the most natural choice to treat material576
transport, in particular if there is interest in predicting individual particle interactions.577
The Lagrangian approach is also the ideal approach to handle highly inertial particles578
with St > 1 (Balachandar & Eaton, 2010), but this limit does not seem relevant in OML579
simulations. One advantage of the Lagrangian approach in studies of material transport580
in the ocean is that it allows easy computation of connectivity between different regions581
(Mitarai et al., 2009). The Lagrangian approach is algorithmically uncomplicated to im-582
plement (Liang et al., 2011) and easily parallelizable. The main disadvantage of the La-583
grangian approach lies in the computational cost of simulating the enormous number of584
particles necessary to produce statistically converged results for the entire three-dimensional585
space. This issue becomes even more severe when flow features induce preferential con-586
centration of particles in small regions of the domain (see Section 4.2). The notion of587
“representative particles” (simulating only a subset of the actual particles and then rescal-588
ing the results by the actual number density) is helpful in avoiding to have to simulate589
the actual number of particles (e.g., see Loth (2010), p.191). But still, the number of rep-590
resentative particles required to obtain converged statistics is often very large.591
2.2.2 Eulerian approach592
In the Eulerian approach the dispersed phase is treated via continuous particle con-593
centration and velocity fields, which then satisfy mass and momentum conservation prin-594
ciples (Crowe et al., 1998). This is the most direct approach for predicting particle con-595
centration distribution since unlike Lagrangian methods, no subsequent averaging is re-596
quired. The main fundamental limitation of the Eulerian approach arises for particles597
with St > 1 (see Fig. 1 in Balachandar and Eaton (2010)) for which particle trajec-598
tories can cross and a unique particle velocity vector field may be difficult to define, where599
a separate momentum equation for the particle field is needed. For particles with small600
Stokes number in the dilute regime, the much simpler equilibrium Eulerian approach is601
often used. In this approach, mass conservation is used to obtain an equation for the evo-602
lution of the concentration field and the particle velocity is diagnosed from a formula-603
tion based on Eq. (26), without the need for evolving the dispersed phase momentum604
equations. In applications in the dilute regime based on the equilibrium Eulerian approach,605
the filtered equation can be written as606
∂C˜
∂t
+∇ ·
(
v˜C˜
)
= −∇ · pic, (30)607
where C is the particle mass concentration field, v˜ is the velocity of the particle field and608
pic = v˜C−v˜C˜ is the SGS flux of particle mass concentration. Typically the conserva-609
tion equation is used for monodispersed particles, and the treatment of polydispersed610
flows encompasses several concentration fields Ci representing different size (or slip ve-611
locity) bins. Equations for the different size bins can be coupled representing changes612
in size due break-up, coalescence, gas diffusion, etc. One example of application of this613
coupled polydispersed approach is the study of gas bubbles by Liang et al. (2011). For614
oil droplets, a recent application is found in Aiyer, Yang, Chamecki, and Meneveau (2019).615
In the Eulerian approach, only the resolved particle velocity is needed as the un-616
resolved component appears in the form of an SGS flux term. In the Eulerian equilib-617
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rium approach, the resolved particle velocity is given by (Yang et al., 2014)618
v˜ = u˜ + wte3 +
wt
g
(
Du˜
Dt
+∇ · τ
)
+ us, (31)619
where Du˜/Dt = ∂u˜/∂t+ u˜ ·∇u˜. The term with the divergence of the SGS stress ten-620
sor is usually neglected based on the smallness of the SGS energy and the small values621
of St∆ in most LES applications (Shotorban & Balachandar, 2007). We note that the622
inertial term on the right-hand side of Eq. (31) is usually neglected in OML simulations623
and the studies that do include it (Yang et al., 2014, 2015) do not quantify its impor-624
tance.625
One advantage of the Eulerian approach is that the SGS term can be handled as626
an extension of the models adopted for the potential temperature and salinity fields us-627
ing Eq. (23). This approach is used by Yang et al. (2014), who adopts a constant Schmidt628
number Scsgs = 0.8 for all buoyant particles considered. As a final note, we also point629
out that some studies (Liang et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2014, 2015) include a feedback of630
the particle field on the velocity field via Boussinesq approximation by adding a buoy-631
ant force given by632
FbC =
(
1− ρp
ρ
)
C˜
ρ
ge3 (32)633
to the right-hand side of the filtered CL equations (10). This effect indeed is important634
in the case of gas bubbles (Liang et al., 2012).635
2.3 Multiscale approaches636
One limitation of LES studies is that the high computational cost associated with637
the fine resolution required for these simulations has prevented the use of very large do-638
mains necessary to represent the mesoscale and submesoscale features that control hor-639
izontal transport of material. Only recently, LES has been applied on a domain large enough640
(20 km×20 km) to capture the interaction between Langmuir turbulence and a subme-641
soscale frontal system, as in the impressive simulation by Hamlington, Van Roekel, Fox-642
Kemper, Julien, and Chini (2014). Even though such large simulations are possible, they643
remain costly and as a result it is not yet practical to run enough simulations of this size644
to explore relevant parameter spaces. If the goal is to simulate and quantify material trans-645
port covering a range of relevant conditions, alternative multiscale approaches that do646
not explicitly resolve the coupling between all scales can be an attractive alternative.647
Malecha, Chini, and Julien (2014) developed a multiscale algorithm based on asymp-648
totic expansions of the CL equations using multiple space and time scales. Their approach649
leads to coupled partial differential equations governing phenomena at different scales,650
and the computational advantage comes from using small representative subdomains to651
simulate the small-scale dynamics. In the atmospheric sciences community, the use of652
a second numerical model to represent small-scale processes within a large-scale model653
is known as superparameterization, and it has been used to improve cloud physics pro-654
cesses in mesoscale and global circulation models (Khairoutdinov et al., 2005; Majda,655
2007) and to represent anisotropic turbulence in geophysical flows (Grooms & Majda,656
2013). In this sense, the approach proposed by Malecha et al. (2014) is quite similar to657
superparameterization. Even though Malecha et al. (2014) did not consider the trans-658
port of materials, their approach can be easily extended to this application.659
Another approach is the Extended Nonperiodic Domain LES for Scalars (ENDLESS),660
which was originally developed as a multiscale approach for oil transport (Chen et al.,661
2016b). In ENDLESS, OML turbulence (Eqs. 10, 11, and 13) is simulated on a small662
horizontal domain while the material plume (Eq. 30) is simulated over an effectively large663
extended domain (Fig. 4). In particular, this approach permits the superposition of large-664
scale divergence-free two-dimensional motions on the material advection, providing a frame-665
work for coupling the effects of turbulence from LES and submesoscale and mesoscale666
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features from regional circulation models on material transport. Contrary to the approach667
by Malecha et al. (2014), the superposition approach in ENDLESS requires the dynamic668
interactions between large-scale eddies and small-scale turbulence to be disregarded (this669
actually leads to very significant computational savings). ENDLESS has been used by670
Chen, Yang, Meneveau, and Chamecki (2018) to study large oil plumes from deepwa-671
ter blowouts and in a Lagrangian formulation by Liang et al. (2018) to study shear dis-672
persion in the OML.673
⋮
⋮
𝒙𝒚
Sample boundary condition:
 𝒏𝟐,𝟔 𝐱 = 𝐋𝐱, 𝐲, 𝐳, 𝐭 =  𝒏𝟑,𝟔 𝐱 = 𝟎, 𝐲, 𝐳, 𝒕
Velocity
Field
Adaptive
Scalar
Fields
Figure 4. ENDLESS multiscale approach developed to simulate oil dispersion in the ocean
mixed layer. Several scalar fields of mass concentration are transported by the same velocity field
(left panel) and interconnected via boundary conditions to cover a plume spreading over a large
horizontal area (right panel). The colors indicate surface concentration of oil droplets and the
grey patches represent scalar fields inactive in the current time step. Reproduced from Chen et
al. (2016b) with permission.
3 Applications of LES to OML turbulence without material transport674
675
The use of LES has enabled major advances in our understanding of turbulence676
in the OML even without material transport considerations. While a complete review677
of the topic is outside of the scope of this paper, we briefly mention a few important re-678
sults that demonstrate the range of applications in which the LES technique has been679
used and sets the stage for the discussion of material transport in the next sections. Re-680
views of other aspects of LES applied to the OML are included in E. A. D’Asaro (2014),681
Sullivan and McWilliams (2010), and van den Bremer and Breivik (2018).682
Throughout this paper we denote the OML depth h as a negative number, as it cor-683
responds to a specific position along the z axis. While most studies define it as a pos-684
itive number, both definitions are common in the literature. In places where the OML685
depth is used as a scaling parameter, we use |h| to maintain consistency.686
The first LES studies of OML turbulence using the filtered CL equations by Skyllingstad687
and Denbo (1995) demonstrated that this framework was indeed capable of generating688
Langmuir circulations and that their presence enhanced near-surface turbulence. J. C. McWilliams689
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et al. (1997) included the Coriolis-Stokes force omitted by Skyllingstad and Denbo (1995)690
in their model and explored in detail the differences between the OML driven by wind691
shear alone and the one driven by wind shear and wave forcing (hereafter called “Lang-692
muir turbulence”). Their results showed that Langmuir turbulence is characterized by693
enhanced levels of turbulence and momentum flux within the entire OML, resulting in694
reduced shear in mean velocity profiles. They also showed a very large increase in the695
vertical velocity variance (about 5-fold increase), which carries enormous implications696
for vertical material transport, and introduced the turbulent Langmuir number697
Lat = (u∗/Us)1/2 (33)698
as a means to quantify the relative influences of wind shear and the Stokes drift on the699
flow, where u∗ is the friction velocity in the water associated with the wind shear stress700
at the ocean surface τ0. In most LES studies, τ0 is assumed constant in space and is re-701
lated to the wind speed at a height of 10 m above the ocean surface (U10) via τ0 = CDρairU
2
10,702
where CD is a drag coefficient.703
These early works opened the door for more systematic explorations of the param-704
eter space, with the emergence of three canonical limiting regimes: shear-driven, buoyancy-705
driven, and wave-driven OMLs, with the latter being the Langmuir turbulence case. Li,706
Garrett, and Skyllingstad (2005) organized these 3 forcing mechanisms on a 2D param-707
eter space formed by Lat and the Hoennikker number Ho = 4B0|he|/(Usu2∗), where B0708
is the surface buoyancy flux (defined as being positive for surface cooling that promotes709
convective turbulence) and he0 is the e-folding depth of the Stokes drift profile (he =710
−2k for a monochromatic wave). With a large number of LES runs, they mapped the711
characteristics of TKE profiles and delineated transitions between regimes. Among other712
conclusions, they established that ocean turbulence is dominated by Langmuir turbu-713
lence most of the time.714
Belcher et al. (2012) refined the parameter space by defining velocity scales for each715
regime based on the mechanisms of TKE production associated with each forcing (see716
Fig. 5). In this scheme, the velocity scales are the friction velocity u∗ for shear-driven717
turbulence, Deardorff’s velocity scale w∗ = (B0|h|)1/3 for buoyancy-driven turbulence718
(J. W. Deardorff, 1970a), and w∗L = (Usu2∗)
1/3 for Langmuir turbulence (Harcourt &719
D’Asaro, 2008). This is equivalent to replacing the Hoennikker number by |h|/LL = (w∗/w∗L)3.720
Belcher et al. (2012) also obtained an estimate for the TKE dissipation rate  as a lin-721
ear combination of the three production mechanisms and showed that, for the South-722
ern Ocean winter, the joint probability distribution function (PDF) of Lat and |h|/LL723
peaked in a regime where wave and buoyancy forcing were both important.724
Sullivan et al. (2007) increased the realism of LES models of the OML by includ-725
ing a Stokes drift profile calculated from a broadband wave spectrum and a stochastic726
model for wave breaking. The latter is modeled by representing the effects of discrete727
wave-breaking events using an additional term on the right-hand side of Eq. (10) and728
an SGS energy generation rate on the right-hand side of Eq. (22). In their simulations,729
the inclusion of wave breaking caused a large increase in total TKE, but the vast ma-730
jority (if not all) of this increase was in the SGS component of the TKE. Harcourt and731
D’Asaro (2008) explored a wide range of oceanic conditions in which the wind stress and732
wave spectrum were obtained from different combinations of mean wind speed and wave733
age. The authors show that turbulence produced by Stokes drift profiles obtained from734
a broadband wave spectrum can yield different scaling results from that produced by monochro-735
matic waves, highlighting the importance of using the full wave spectrum in future stud-736
ies (this is particularly important for comparison with observations, in which wind and737
waves are not necessarily in equilibrium). They also defined a surface layer Langmuir738
number which is a better predictor for the magnitude of vertical velocity fluctuations and739
TKE in a range of oceanic conditions.740
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[12] The second ratio, which has not been recognized
previously, measures buoyancy-forced production against
wave-forced production, and is given by
w′b′s
!u′hw′ " ∂us=∂z
# Bs
u 2*u s=h
¼ w
3
*=h
w3
*L
=h
¼ h
LL
: ð3Þ
Here Bs is the surface buoyancy flux (defined to be positive for
an upward flux cooling the ocean). The scaling velocity and
length scales for buoyancy-forced turbulence, which arise
from scaling arguments for pure convection, are w* ¼ Bshð Þ
1
3
and h [e.g., Large et al., 1994]. The ratio in equation (3) can
be written in terms of the Langmuir stability length
LL =!w*L3 /Bs, which is the analogue for convective-Langmuir
turbulence of the Obukhov length for convective-shear tur-
bulence: In analogy with the convective case [Thorpe, 2005,
p. 121], when h/LL < 1 wave forcing dominates the OSBL;
when h/LL > 1 buoyancy forcing dominates the OSBL.
[13] A regime diagram for the OSBL can then be defined
with axes La¼ u*=u s
! "1
2 and h/LL = w*
3/w*L
3 . This regime
diagram is similar to the one defined by Li et al. [2005], but
with two important differences. Firstly, here we interpret the
axes as the ratio of terms that produce TKE, processes that
underpin any parameterization of the OSBL mixing,
whereas Li et al. [2005] determine their parameters from
the mean momentum equation and are perhaps there-
fore more suitable for linear stability analysis. Secondly,
Li et al.’s stability parameter is the Hoenikker number,
Ho = (4d/h)h/LL, which uses d, the depth scale of penetration
of the Stokes drift, as its length scale. Here we use the tur-
bulent length scale, which, as argued above using term 4 of
equation (1), is the mixed layer depth, h. Figure 3 shows
such a regime diagram.
[14] Now, we can write turbulence quantities in terms of
the scaling length and velocity scales and a dimensionless
function. For example, in the mixed layer, which lies below
the region near the surface directly affected by wave break-
ing, the dissipation rate, which is interesting because it can
be measured [e.g., D’Asaro et al., 2011], becomes
ɛ ¼ U
3
h
fɛ
z
h
; La;
h
LL
# $
; ð4Þ
where the scaling velocity U = u*, w*L, or w* for wind, wave,
or buoyancy forced turbulence and fɛ(z/h, La, h/LL) is a
universal function. Following the approach taken in the
atmospheric boundary layer [e.g., Moeng and Sullivan,
1994] the dissipation in the middle of the mixed layer, for
example, can be written as a linear combination of the dis-
sipation from each the three production mechanisms, namely
ɛ z=h ¼ 0:5ð Þ ¼ As
u 3*
h
þ AL
w3*L
h
þ Ac
w3*
h
; ð5Þ
[15] The LES results of Grant and Belcher [2009] are
consistent with As ¼ 2 1 ! e!12La
% &
, AL = 0.22. Simulations
of the convective boundary layer suggest that Ac = 0.3
[Moeng and Sullivan, 1994]. This scaling applies under
Figure 3. Regime diagram for mixing in the OSBL. Main panel: Colored contours show turbulent dissipation rate,
log10(ɛh/u*3). Thick solid lines divide the regime diagram into regions where single forcings produce greater that 90% of total
dissipation. Overlaid as white contours is the joint pdf of La and h/Ll computed for the Southern Ocean winter (JJA). Lower
panel: Variation of ɛh/u*
3 with La along horizontal dashed line in main panel. The dotted line on the lower panel indicates
La = 0.35, the value used in Figure 4. Left panel: Variation of ɛh/u*3 with h/LL along vertical dashed line in main panel.
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Figure 5. Regime diagram for turbulence in the OML. Colored contours show the loga-
rithm of the normalized TKE dissipation rate log10(|h|/u3∗). Thick solid lines divide the regime
diagram into regions dominated by one forcing (buoyancy-driven, wind shear-driven, and wave-
driven OML). White contours show the joint PDF of Lat and |h|/LL for the Southern Ocean
winter. Figur adapted from original by Belcher et al. (2012).
Van Roekel, Fox-Kemper, Sullivan, Hamlington, and Haney (2012) studied a se-741
ries of cases in which wind and waves were not aligned, introducing a misalignment an-742
gle $. They found that the misalignment reduced the intensity of vertical velocity fluc-743
tuations, and that this reduction could be estimated by projecting the friction velocity744
into the direction aligned with the Langmuir cells and defining a “projected” turbulent745
Langmuir number746
La2t,proj =
cos(ϕ)
cos($ − ϕ)La
2
t . (34)747
The angle between t e axis of Langmuir cells and the w nd direc ion, ϕ, can b mat d748
from the Lagrangian shear in the upper portion of the OML, and Van Roekel et al. (2012)749
proposed a simple equation to obtain estimates based only on the Stokes drift profile and750
a log-law estimate for the Eulerian mean shear profile (which requires only knowledge751
of u∗).752
Somewhat less explored is the daytime OML with surface heating, which results753
in a stabilizing buoyancy flux at the surface. Pearson, Grant, Polton, and Belcher (2015)754
showed that the mixing promoted by Langmuir turbulence prevents the formation of a755
strongly stratified layer near the surface for moderate surface buoyancy fluxes. In the756
resulting weakly stratified OML, they found evidence that the turbulence statistics still757
scaled with w∗L and h, and that the surface buoyancy flux’s main impact on the scal-758
ing is via reduction of the OML depth. However, Min and Noh (2004) showed that strong759
surface heating weakens Langmuir circulations, leading to their complete breakdown if760
heating is strong enough (characterized by Ho > 1). This breakdown does seem to cause761
large effects on the turbulence characteristics. Additional studies have extended the use762
of LES to Lang uir urbulence in a wide range of conditions, including shallow waters763
(Tejada-Martinez & Grosch, 2007), Langmuir i terac ion with submesoscale fronts (Hamlington764
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et al., 2014; Sullivan & McWilliams, 2018), hurricane conditions (Sullivan et al., 2012),765
etc.766
One important component of LES applications to the OML still lags significantly767
behind their ABL counterparts, namely the validation of LES results against field ob-768
servations. This can be mostly attributed to the difficulty of obtaining detailed turbu-769
lence measurements in the OML (E. A. D’Asaro, 2014). Li et al. (2005) compared pro-770
files of vertical velocity variance with observations obtained from a neutrally-buoyant771
Lagrangian float presented by E. A. D’Asaro (2001), showing that LES was capable of772
capturing the enhancement in turbulence produced by Langmuir circulations. Kukulka,773
Plueddemann, Trowbridge, and Sullivan (2009) performed simulations of an unsteady774
period of growing Langmuir circulations with measurements from the SWAPP campaign775
presented by J. A. Smith (1992). They compared the time evolution of near-surface cross-776
wind velocity variance with those inferred from bubble cloud observations and temper-777
ature profiles with observations from a conductivity-temperature depth (CTD) instru-778
ment. Their main conclusion was that only including the vortex force the simulations779
were consistent with observations. Kukulka, Plueddemann, and Sullivan (2012) showed780
that large scale velocity structures observed in shallow water via acoustic Doppler pro-781
filer were also reproduced by LES. Brunner, Kukulka, Proskurowski, and Law (2015) com-782
pared profiles of microplastic debris with observations presented by Law et al. (2014).783
Chen et al. (2018) compared horizontal diffusivities obtained from LES with observa-784
tions from several studies (Okubo, 1971; Murthy, 1976; Lawrence et al., 1995), as shown785
later in Fig. 16. Overall, most of these studies argue that only by including the vortex786
force LES produces results that are consistent with observations. However, a robust val-787
idation of LES is still lacking.788
4 Applications of LES to material transport in the OML789
4.1 K-profile parameterization and non-local fluxes790
The K-profile parameterization (KPP) is the standard approach to parameterize791
vertical turbulent fluxes in large-scale ocean models that do not resolve three-dimensional792
turbulence. The basic framework of the KPP approach was developed for the ABL by793
Troen and Mahrt (1986), and adapted for the OML by Large et al. (1994). In the present794
context, only the vertical flux of particle mass concentration is discussed. Using the KPP795
framework, this flux is modeled as796
w′C ′ = −K(z)
(
∂C
∂z
− γC
)
, (35)797
where (·) represents an ensemble average and K(z) is the vertical eddy diffusivity. In this798
model, the term K(z)γC is an additive modification to the standard eddy diffusivity ap-799
proach (sometimes referred to as the non-local flux) introduced by J. Deardorff (1966)800
to account for the existence of fluxes in regions with very small gradients that typically801
occur in free convection. In KPP, the vertical eddy diffusivity is modeled as802
K(z) = W |h|G(z/h), (36)803
where G(z/h) = (z/h)(1 − z/h)2 is a polynomial (cubic) shape function, h < 0 is the804
OML depth, and W is a velocity scale. In the original KPP, W is modeled as805
W (z/Lo) =
κu∗
φ(z/Lo)
. (37)806
The velocity scale is capped at W = κu∗/φ(0.1h/Lo) for unstable conditions, where807
φ(z/Lo) is the Monin-Obukhov similarity function (Monin & Obukhov, 1954) and Lo =808
−u3∗/(κB0) is the Obukhov length scale (Obukhov, 1946, 1971). The non-local flux is809
usually modeled in terms of the surface flux of the scalar, a parameterization developed810
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for buoyancy fluxes in convective conditions that is unlikely to be generally applicable811
and justified for other scalars. Nevertheless, in KPP, one usually sets812
γC = −Cγw
′C ′0
W |h| , (38)813
where w′C ′0 is the surface flux (here we define w′C ′0 > 0 as a scalar flux out of the ocean814
surface). Note that in this model, the non-local flux would vanish for a scalar that does815
not have a surface flux. A more detailed description of the basic KPP framework for OML816
can be found in Large et al. (1994).817
J. C. McWilliams and Sullivan (2000) used LES experiments with passive tracers818
forced at the surface and bottom of the OML (following the setup used by Wyngaard819
and Brost (1984) to study top-down and bottom-up transport in the convective ABL)820
to explore the effects of Langmuir turbulence on the eddy diffusivity, noting that Lang-821
muir cells greatly increase the vertical mixing efficiency of tracers (see Fig. 6). They pro-822
posed a modification of the original KPP by replacing the velocity scale in Eq. (37) with823
W (z/Lo) =
κu∗
φ(z/Lo)
(
1 +
Cw
La2αwt
)αw
, (39)824
where the term in parenthesis accounts for the augmentation of the total diffusivity by825
Langmuir circulations. Based on their LES results, they set αw = 2 and Cw = 0.080.826
Note that for the scalar forced at the bottom of the OML, J. C. McWilliams and Sul-827
livan (2000) obtained larger eddy diffusivities compared to the surface forced scalar. One828
possible explanation is that for the bottom forced scalar the non-local flux is zero (since829
in this case the surface flux w′C ′0 is zero) and this leads to an increase in the transport830
carried by the local component when compared to the scalar forced at the surface. It is831
possible that these differences in eddy diffusivity reflect the inadequacy of the current832
approach used to model non-local fluxes for tracers. W. D. Smyth, Skyllingstad, Craw-833
ford, and Wijesekera (2002) proposed an additional modification in which the constant834
Cw is replaced by Cw = f(u∗, w∗).835
More recently, J. C. McWilliams, Huckle, Liang, and Sullivan (2012) proposed a836
modified profile for the eddy viscosity, which is defined based on the turbulence momen-837
tum flux and the shear in the Lagrangian velocity (as opposed to the shear in the Eu-838
lerian velocity). Yang et al. (2015) showed that this approach can be recast in terms of839
a correction to the traditional KPP, which can be determined a priori from estimates840
of the mean Lagrangian shear. Yang et al. (2015) employed this refined model (together841
with αw = 4 and one more multiplicative function of Lat to the velocity scale) in or-842
der to allow the model to represent their LES results for oil plumes. The fact that dif-843
ferent studies required different levels of fitting to adjust this type of parameterization844
to their simulation results clearly points to the need of improved, more fundamentally845
grounded modeling concepts.846
With the goal of obtaining analytical solutions to the vertical distribution of scalar847
material concentration, Kukulka and Brunner (2015) and Chor et al. (2018b) developed848
simpler approaches to determine general velocity scales for the KPP model. Both stud-849
ies neglect the non-local component and develop constant, bulk velocity scales. Kukulka850
and Brunner (2015) adopt a velocity scale given by851
W = ckκu∗, with ck = 1 +
γw1λp
κ|h| exp
(
−γw2 λp|h|
)
. (40)852
Here λp is the peak wavelength in the wave spectrum and the coefficients γw1 = 2.49853
and γw2 = 0.333 were obtained from fits to a large number of LES runs. In this approach,854
the wave information enters via λp.855
The approach taken by Chor et al. (2018b) is based on terms in the TKE budget.856
In essence, they assume the required velocity scale W to be associated to the TKE dis-857
sipation rate  = W 3/`, and used the simplified TKE budget already employed by Belcher858
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Figure 6. Vertical profiles of (a) mean concentration, (b) turbulent flux, and (c) eddy diffusiv-
ity for a passive tracer forced by an imposed flux at the surface in shear turbulence (dashed lines)
and Langmuir turbulence (solid lines). Here C∗ = w′C′0/u∗, and wc∗ = w′C′0. Reproduced from
J. C. McWilliams and Sullivan (2000).
et al. (2012) to relate W to velocity scales for shear-, buoyancy-, and wave-driven OMLs859
(u∗, w∗, and w∗L, respectively). This approach can be further extended based on the mod-860
ifications of Langmuir number proposed by Van Roekel et al. (2012) to accommodate861
cases with misalignment between wind and waves, yielding862
W 3 = u3∗ cos(ϕ)
(
κ3 +A3LLa
−2
t,proj
)
+A3cw
3
∗. (41)863
In Eq. (41), κ = 0.41 is the von Ka´rma´n constant, and AL = 0.816 and Ac = 1.170864
are two empirical constants defined as ratios of length scales. For the expression above865
to work in all cases, one must specify the angle between the axis of Langmuir cells and866
the wind direction ϕ = 0 in the absence of surface waves. Note that this expression is867
consistent with the the scaling wrms ∝ u∗La−2/3t proposed by Harcourt and D’Asaro868
(2008) for Langmuir turbulence with waves aligned with the wind.869
One of the advantages of defining a general velocity scale encompassing all the tur-870
bulence production mechanisms is that it allows for the definition of a generalized floata-871
bility parameter, (Chor et al., 2018b)872
β =
wt
W
, (42)873
with W given by Eq. (41). Based on Fig. 13, we conclude that particles with β ≤ 0.1874
behave approximately as tracers, while particles with β ≥ 1 behave approximately as875
floaters. Note that this floatability parameter can be considered as a generalization of876
the buoyancy-to-drift parameter Db = Us/wt introduced by Yang et al. (2014) in Lang-877
muir turbulence, the parameter wt/w∗ used by Chor, Yang, Meneveau, and Chamecki878
(2018a) in buoyancy-driven turbulence, and the more commonly used ratio wt/u∗ for shear879
turbulence (sometimes referred to as the Rouse number in the literature on sediment trans-880
port (Rouse, 1937)). In the discussions that follow, we will refer to any of these param-881
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eters as floatability, for the sake of unifying the language. We also note that the enhance-882
ment of terminal slip velocity caused by turbulence can be accommodated by introduc-883
ing an effective floatability βeff = β+βturb, where βturb = (wt,eff−wt)/W is shown in884
Fig. 3 (assuming that W is the appropriate velocity scale). Under these conditions, the885
results obtained by Good et al. (2014) indicate that for the range of TKE dissipation rates886
typically encountered in the OML, any phenomena controlled by floatability should have887
negligible impact from the effects of particle inertia (with, as already mentioned before,888
the possible exception of near-surface conditions with breaking waves).889
Returning to the issue of non-local fluxes, Kukulka, Plueddemann, and Sullivan (2012)890
used a passive scalar in their LES to illustrate the effects of Langmuir turbulence on mix-891
ing in shallow waters via non-local transport. They noted that the presence of organized892
flow structures in Langmuir turbulence enhanced organized vertical transport (stirring),893
quickly reducing vertical gradients in horizontally averaged concentration fields. How-894
ever, these organized flow structures also slowed down the true irreversible mixing, in895
the sense that the scalar field remained organized in horizontal patches for longer times896
(see Fig. 7).897
flow field, so that we solve for each particle j the ordinary
differential equations
dx j
dt
¼ u x j; y j; z j! "þ us z j! "; ð9Þ
dy j
dt
¼ v x j; y j; z j! "; ð10Þ
dz j
dt
¼ w x j; y j; z j! "; ð11Þ
with the initial conditions x j; y j; z jð Þ ¼ x j0; y j0; z j0
! "
at t = 0,
as described above. The flow field (u , v, w) is determined
from the LES for each time step and linearly interpolated in
space. The ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are solved
using the same time integration scheme as for the LES (low
storage third-order Runge-Kutta method). Our tests and
previous studies [e.g., Gopalakrishnan and Avissar, 2000]
indicate that SGS velocities may be neglected to first order
in well-resolved LES studies, although SGS velocities may
play a role very close to the boundaries, when they are also,
however, the most challenging to model. As a simple test
we repeated the scalar mixing experiment with Lagrangian
Figure 8. Instantaneous along-wind-averaged cross sections of scalar tracer field S (left) without and
(right) with LC. Initial tracer distribution is S = 1 for the top half of the water column and S = 0 for the
lower half (same color range as in Figure 9 (top).
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Figure 7. T me evolution of tracer concentration field ( veraged in the ross-wind direction)
for coastal ocean driven by wind shear (left panels) and Langmuir turbulence (right panels).
Note that after 15 min the tracer is well mixed in the vertical direction for the Langmuir turbu-
lence case, but the horizontal patchiness persists even after 59 min. Reproduced from Kukulka,
Plueddemann, and Sullivan (2012).
One of the issues in studying the non-local fluxes using LES fields is that the sep-898
aration between local and non-local is not straightforward. J. C. McWilliams and Sul-899
livan (2000) separate the local and non-local components by assuming a KPP represen-900
tation for the non-local flux and then adjusting the value of Cγ in Eq. (38) to maximize901
the smoothness in the profile of K(z). Chen, Yang, Meneveau, and Chamecki (2016a)902
used simulations of oil plumes with large horizontal gradients in concentration to sep-903
arate local and non-local contributions to the total flux. The spatial structure of the con-904
centration field allows for a range of mean vertical gradients and fluxes, assumed to be905
caused by the same eddy diffusivity, allowing for the determination of a spatially aver-906
aged non-local flux contributions. Their results show that the non-local fluxes contribute907
at least 30% of the total fluxes in Langmuir turbulence produced by swell waves. Nei-908
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ther approach is completely satisfactory, and new research is needed in establishing proper909
methods to separate local and non-local flux contributions.910
4.2 Preferential concentration of buoyant material on the surface911
The term preferential concentration has been used in the field of turbulence to de-912
scribe the behavior of inertial particles that tend to concentrate in specific regions of the913
flow field, leading to anti-dispersion of fields initially uniform (Squires & Eaton, 1991).914
Such phenomenon can only occur in the presence of a divergent velocity field (M. Maxey,915
1987; Balkovsky et al., 2001). For floaters, the two-dimensional surface velocity field is916
itself divergent, so the preferential concentration for these particles is easily explained917
(see also the discussion about the importance of the gradient in the velocity divergence918
in Mensa et al. (2015)).919
In the context of the OML, Skyllingstad and Denbo (1995) were the first to note920
that LES reproduced the concentration of floaters on the surface convergence zones, il-921
lustrating the striking differences of surface patterns between an Ekman layer with sur-922
face cooling and a Langmuir turbulence case (Fig. 8). Many other early papers showed923
preferential concentration of floaters in Langmuir turbulence, however without quantifi-924
cation (J. C. McWilliams et al., 1997; J. C. McWilliams & Sullivan, 2000; Skyllingstad,925
2000).926
Liang et al. (2012) and Kukulka, Plueddemann, and Sullivan (2012) observed pat-927
terns for buoyant particles (gas bubbles) that were similar to those for floaters. How-928
ever, buoyant particles experience the three-dimensional incompressible flow field, and929
the source of divergence is less obvious. Chor et al. (2018a) argues that it is the non-zero930
divergence of the terminal slip velocity at the surface that leads to preferential concen-931
tration of buoyant particles.932
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Figure 8. Vertical velocity 5 meters below the surface (colors) for simulation driven by wind
shear only (left panel) and Langmuir turbulence (right panel). Black dots mark position of
floaters 1 hour after uniform release. Distances in both axes are indicated in meters. Reproduced
from Skyllingstad and Denbo (1995).
Yang et al. (2014) explored the entire range between tracers and floaters by sys-933
tematically varying Stokes drift and terminal slip velocity. They defined the drift-to-buoyancy934
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parameter Db = Us/wt as a measure of floatability, and showed that the degree of pref-935
erential concentration was strongly correlated to Db and only marginally impacted by936
Lat. The authors found that the probability density functions (PDFs) of surface con-937
centration for small Db were nearly Gaussian, while for large Db they had a strong peak938
near zero (an evidence of the voids in surface divergent regions). They used these results939
to explain the different visual aspects of surface oil slicks, which sometimes are clearly940
“fingered” and at other times appear to be more “diluted”.941
Mensa et al. (2015) investigated preferential concentration in free and forced con-942
vection (i.e. convection with mean shear). They noted that in free convection, floaters943
concentrated in regions of surface convergence displaying the classic structure of Be´nard944
cells in a few hours, and that this pattern was distorted into elongated cells by wind shear.945
Chor et al. (2018a) expanded on this result by investigating a wide range of particle floata-946
bility. They found that the presence of coherent vertical vortices within the vertices of947
some convective cells exerted a dominant effect on the preferential concentration of par-948
ticles with large floatability (while for particles with low floatability this effect was neg-949
ligible). J. R. Taylor (2018) focused on convective turbulence in the presence of a sub-950
mesoscale density front, and showed that the frontal downwelling is the main source of951
preferential concentration.952
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Figure 9. Surface concentrations for particles with (a) low, (b) intermediate, and (c) high
floatability, and (d) horizontal divergence of surface velocity. Reproduced from Chor et al.
(2018a).
Despite the complex patterns of near-surface preferential concentration observed953
for buoyant materials, the ensemble averaged fields are smooth and qualitatively sim-954
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ilar to those observed for tracers. In particular, Yang et al. (2015) showed that the mean955
fields for plumes originating from fairly localized sources (such as oil plumes) still dis-956
played the same nearly-Gaussian appearance of scalar plumes in turbulent fields, sug-957
gesting that simple parameterizations could be developed (Fig. 10).958
Figure 10. Surface concentration for particles with Db = 3.2 in Langmuir turbulence: (a)
instantaneous plume, (b) time-averaged plume, and (c) Gaussian fit to the time-averaged plume.
Black cross symbol indicates the horizontal location of the underwater source. Reproduced from
Yang et al. (2015).
There is clear evidence that buoyant particles accumulate in surface convergence959
zones, and that this effects increases in proportion to the floatability. However, at least960
for large floatability in convective turbulence, coherent vortices with long lifetime also961
play an important role. This effect of preferential concentration in downwelling regions962
within long-lived flow structures seems even more pronounced in submesoscale flow struc-963
tures, which have much longer lifetime and sometimes comparable levels of surface con-964
vergence (J. R. Taylor, 2018; E. A. D’Asaro et al., 2018). It is not clear if this effect also965
exists in Langmuir turbulence, nor how the lifetime of Langmuir cells impacts surface966
concentration. Despite the large number of studies documenting preferential concentra-967
tion of buoyant material, not many studies have focused on its implications for mate-968
rial transport. As discussed in Section 4.5, one clear implication is a suppression of hor-969
izontal diffusion.970
4.3 Settling velocity of sinking particles971
Despite of its importance, the sinking process of particles in the OML is a rather972
unexplored field. Noh et al. (2006) studied the effects of Langmuir turbulence (note that973
there was no density stratification nor a thermocline in their simulations) on the effec-974
tive settling velocity of biogenic sinking particles from the OML. In their experiment,975
Lagrangian particles were released at the surface at an initial time and then the effec-976
tive settling velocity (defined as the mean vertical velocity of particles 〈wp〉) was deter-977
mined. Results showed that the effective settling velocity is smaller than the slip veloc-978
ity wt, suggesting that turbulence reduces the rate of particle settling. Note that this979
cannot be related to inertial effects as discussed in Sec. 2.2, as their model does not in-980
clude particle inertia. The reduction in settling velocity is inversely proportional to wt/u∗981
(see Fig. 11), and this effect is more pronounced in Langmuir turbulence than in cases982
with wind stress alone. The authors interpreted this as a confirmation of the hypoth-983
esis that large vortices can significantly suppress particle settling (Stommel, 1949b).984
Noh and Nakada (2010) performed a similar study for an OML in free convection985
and determined the sedimentation rate of particles out of the OML (i.e. the average ver-986
tical velocity of particles at the OML bottom). They observed that within the OML, par-987
ticle motion is mostly determined by the large-scale convective plumes leading to mean988
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if wd/ws > 1, and some particles can remain within the
mixed layer, even if wd/ws < 1, depending on the local
condition of convective eddies impinging on the bottom of
the mixed layer. According to Figure 6a, particles have
much higher chance to remain within the mixed layer than
expected from the previous hypothesis when wd< ws, and
thus results in much higher particle concentration within the
mixed layer after winter. For example, when wd is slightly
smaller than ws, W/ws ffi 0.2, compared to W/ws = 1 from
the previous estimation.
3.5. Comparison of the Prediction of Particle
Concentration Decrease During Winter
[25] Figure 7 shows the decrease of C during winter
predicted from (2) in which both the new parameterization
and the previous hypothesis are used for W. It shows that
the difference between two cases is not so significant
when wd/ws < 1 (ws = 0.1, 2, 7 m/d), because the effect of
dilution by increasing MLD is more important here. On the
other hand, when wd/ws > 1 (ws = 13, 86 m/d), much larger
values of C are predicted from the new parameterization.
For example, in the case of ws = 13 m/d the predicted C is
larger by more than one order after winter. Probably it
explains how large size phytoplankton such as diatom
aggregates can be sustained within the mixed layer after
winter [Backhaus et al., 2003; Perez et al., 2005].
4. Conclusion
[26] In the present study, we analyzed the Lagrangian
motion of a large number of suspended particles in the
Figure 6. (a) Variation of W/ws with wd/ws during t* =
0.5 − 2. The circles and diamonds indicate the data from
experiments with N2 = 10−4 s−2 and N2 = 5 × 10−4 s−2,
respectively. Solid gray and red lines represent the sedimen-
tation rate from the previous hypothesis and from the new
parameterization W/ws = exp[−1.4(wd/ws)], respectively.
(b) Variation of W/ws with w*/ws during t* = 0.5 − 2.
Figure 7. (a) Temporal variation of negative buoyancy
flux. (b) Temporal variations of MLD (black line) and depth
of wst (ws = 0.1, 2, 7, 13, 86 m/d). (c) Predicted particle con-
centration within the mixed layer calculated from (2) for
corresponding particles. Solid lines indicate the estimation
from the new parameterization and dotted lines indicate the
estimation from the previous hypothesis.
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lation with large vortices, the effect of particle trapping
dominates over that of preferential concentration.
F. Particle flux to below the mixed layer
Figure 10 shows the variation of the probability of par-
ticles passing through the mixed layer depth P !=1
−"0
hC¯ #z$dz%with time. The increase of the mixed layer depth
during experiments was negligible, with the largest increase
of about 1 m in the case of EXP B. Note that all particles
must pass through the depth z=hwhen t*=1 so as to make
P=1 in the still fluid.
As expected from the decreased particle settling velocity,
particles stay longer within the mixed layer in the presence
of LC, although the initial particle flux is much larger due to
the sweeping down by downward jets of LC. Meanwhile, the
particle flux decreases with the decrease of ws /u!.
Figure 10 also implies that W of each particle has much
larger variance in the presence of LC, which is consistent
with Pasquero et al.’s result10 that the distribution of W is
significantly broadened in the presence of the spatial and
temporal correlation of the flow, compared to the case with a
white-noise spectrum, although the rms velocity is the same.
G. Effects of the wind stress and a thermocline
For the practical prediction of particle settling in the
ocean mixed layer, we may need the information on the
variations of &W'/ws and P in terms of the characteristics of
particles and flow fields; for example, ws and !pof particles,
and the wind stress and the buoyancy flux at the sea surface,
the mixed layer depth, the vertical profiles of velocity and
density within the mixed layer, the condition of surface grav-
ity waves, etc. In the present study, we considered only the
idealized situation without the surface buoyancy, and inves-
tigated how &W'/ws and P are affected by the wind stress
and the presence of a thermocline.
Figure 11 shows that the settling velocity decreases, thus
suppressing the particle flux further with decreasing ws /u!.
Here &W' was obtained by averaging the value during t*
=1–2, since W approaches the steady state near t*=1 #Fig.
6$. The particle flux P* was obtained at t*=1.6, at which the
difference of P tends to be the largest #Fig. 10$. The values
of &W' and P* are always smaller in the presence of LC, but
the difference tends to be the largest at ws /u !(1, where the
strongest correlation exists between particles and the flow
field #Figs. 7–9 $. Considering the tendency of decreasing set-
tling velocity and particle flux with ws /u!, we can expect
even smaller values of &W'/ws and P* for particles for
smaller ws /u!.
Especially, the comparison of Figs. 11 and 12 makes it
clear that the presence of a large-scale coherent vortex of LC
suppresses particle settling, even if the level of TKE is
equivalent. The vertical profile of TKE shows that the TKE
of EXP OB is generally larger than that of EXP LA #Fig. 12$,
but &W'/ws is much smaller in EXP LA #Fig. 11$. Likewise,
the TKE of EXP LC is much smaller than that of EXP OA,
but the values of &W'/ws are comparable.
Finally, we examined the case with a homogeneous
mixed layer in order to investigate the effect of a finite thick-
ness of the ocean mixed layer bounded by a thermocline. For
the comparison with EXP A, we assumed an imaginary
mixed layer depth at z=h#=50 m$; that is, &W' was calcu-
lated by averaging the particles within z" h, and P* was
calculated by counting the particles passing through z" h.
Since turbulent eddies and LC are not interrupted by a
thermocline in the homogeneous layer #EXP D$, they pen-
etrate deeper and remain stronger with increasing depth #Fig.
13 $. As a result, in EXP D, the initial downward propagation
of particles is faster #not shown$, but particle settling ulti-
mately becomes slower. It also implies that the influence of
FIG. 11. #a$ Variation of &W'/ws with ws /u!. #b$ Variation of P* !=P#t*
=1.6$%with ws /u!. #!: OA!#, " : OB!#, black octagon: OC!#,!: OA!$,
# : OB!$, $ : OC!$, % : LA!#, & : LB!#, open octagon: LC!#,": LA!$
' : LB!$, ( : LC!$.
085109-12 Noh et al. Phys. Fluids 18, 085109 !2006"
Figure 11. Mean vertical velocity of sinking particles in the OML. (left) Comparison be-
tween shear (black symbols) and Langmuir (open symbols) turbulence. (right) Scaling with
entrainment velocity we for simulations of free convection (circles and diamonds indicate
runs with weaker and stronger thermocline stratification, and the red line represents the fit
〈wp〉/wt = exp (1.4we/wt). Left panel reproduced from Noh et al. (2006) with permission from
AIP and right panel reproduced from Noh and Nakada (2010).
concentration profiles that are always approximately well mixed (as expected given that989
all their cases have w∗/wt ≥ 6.0). In this case, they found that the rate of sedimenta-990
tion is controlled by the entrainment velocity at the b ttom of the OML (i.e., the rate991
of deepening of the OML, we = dh/dt).992
Given the i portance of settling particles such s phytoplankton and marine snow993
to a range of biogeochemical processes, the study of sinking particles certainly deserves994
more attention. In particular, the fact that the sinking rate does not see to scale with995
the turbulence velocity scale may actually imply that in this specific problem t e enhanc -996
ment of settling velocity of inertial particles due to turbulence could play a significant997
role.998
4.4 Vertical distribution of buoyant materials within the OML999
For the case of buoyant materials, the terminal rise velocity leads particles to con-1000
centrate in the upper portion of the OML. This effect is opposed by turbulence mixing,1001
leading to the possibility of well-defined equilibrium concentration profiles, where both1002
effects are balanced, which in turn can be characterized in terms of the floatability pa-1003
rameter. Liang et al. (2012) simulated multidispersed bubbles separated in 17 size bins1004
between 35µm and 10 mm using the model developed and validated by Liang et al. (2011).1005
Equations for the different bins are coupled via gas dissolution, yielding a complex sys-1006
tem. The overall vertical distribution in mean bubble density (including all size bins to-1007
gether) displays an exponential decay with depth, in agreement with observations (Crawford1008
& Farmer, 1987). This distribution is explained by a simple balance between turbulent1009
transport and bubble gas dissolution, without explicit inclusion of the bubble slip veloc-1010
ity. The formulation with an evolving size distribution, although very useful from an ap-1011
plied perspective, does not allow for a detailed study of the effects of floatability on the1012
vertical profile. For an equilibrium size distribution, the authors successfully link the e-1013
folding depth of the plume to w∗L. The authors also note the importance of the verti-1014
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cal bubble distribution (and thus turbulent mixing) on bubble-mediated air-sea gas trans-1015
fer.1016
Yang et al. (2014) performed a systematic numerical study of the effect of floata-1017
bility on vertical distribution of oil droplets in Langmuir turbulence, covering a wide range1018
of droplet sizes and turbulent Langmuir numbers. They simulated oil plumes released1019
from a small volume source placed below the thermocline, so that their plume is not hor-1020
izontally homogeneous. They observed the effects of floatability on the vertical distri-1021
bution but no quantitative information was provided. In a follow-up study, Yang et al.1022
(2015) quantified vertical distribution and showed that the depth of the center of mass1023
hcm scaled well as a function of Db, increasing monotonically with Db. Note that the1024
heat flux in their simulations is small and for this case we have β ≈ (ALLa4/3t Db)−1,1025
so all the collapses against Db can be expected to lead to collapse also with respect to1026
the parameter β.1027
Kukulka and Brunner (2015) obtained an analytical solution for the mean concen-1028
tration profile of buoyant material, C(z), using a balance between buoyant rise and tur-1029
bulent mixing with simple eddy diffusivity closures. They combined a solution with a1030
constant eddy diffusivity K0 for the near-surface region and a solution based on the KPP1031
cubic eddy diffusivity for the bulk of the OML (assuming a constant velocity scale given1032
by Eq. (40) and neglecting the non-local flux). Their solution is given by1033
C(z) =

C(0) exp
(
wtz
K0
)
for zT ≤ z
C(zT )
[(
1− z/h
1− zT /h
)
zT
z
]βk
exp
[
βk
z/h− 1
(
z/zT − 1
h/zT − 1
)]
for h ≤ z < zT .
(43)1034
In Eq. (43), zT ≈ −K0/W is the depth where the transition between the constant eddy1035
diffusivity and the KPP is applied, βk = wt/W is a floatability parameter, and W is1036
the velocity scale given by Eq. (37). Recall that we are using h < 0. In this formula-1037
tion, they used1038
K0
u∗|h| = γ
bk
0
z0
|h| + γ01
λp
|h| exp
(
−γ02 λp|h|
)
, (44)1039
with constants γbk0 = 1.60, γ01 = 0.145, and γ02 = 1.33 adjusted to match LES simu-1040
lations (z0 is a hydrodynamic roughness length scale). In Eq. (44), γ
bk
0 is an enhance-1041
ment factor due to breaking waves. The agreement between mean concentration profiles1042
obtained from LES and those given by this analytical solution is quite good (see Fig. 12).1043
An important conclusion that is encoded in the fits for Wk and K0 is the fact that Lang-1044
muir turbulence impacts the eddy diffusivity within the entire OML, while breaking waves1045
only impact the near surface diffusivity and their effect only appears in K0. Also note1046
that wave-breaking and Langmuir circulations are not additive effects, as the former has1047
an important impact on the strength and organization of Langmuir circulations (Kukulka1048
& Brunner, 2015).1049
Kukulka, Law, and Proskurowski (2016) used a combination of observations of buoy-1050
ant microplastic marine debris and LES to show the effects of surface heating and cool-1051
ing on the mean vertical distribution of material in the OML. They obtain a positive cor-1052
relation between surface heating and near surface concentration, suggesting that heat-1053
ing reduces vertical mixing. In particular, they showed that daytime heating inhibits the1054
vertical mixing promoted by Langmuir turbulence, as the surface stratification caused1055
by the heating acts to suppress turbulence. They also note that nighttime convective tur-1056
bulence driven by surface cooling is too weak to mix larger particles. Their results clearly1057
point to the need of including buoyancy in the model used to determine C(z).1058
Chor et al. (2018b) adopted the KPP eddy diffusivity for the entire OML with the1059
velocity scale W given by Eq. (41). Their solution does not include wave breaking, but1060
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4.2. BW and LT Effects on Vertical Tracer Distributions
To understand the individual and combined effects of BW and LT on vertical tracer distributions, we exam-
ine in detail the case for U105 10 m/s and cp=ua535 (Figure 9). Without wave effects, the LES solution
(black dots) agree well with the analytic solution (gray line) for c05 cw5 1, so that we recover the KPP
model with near-surface mixing for a solid wall boundary layer. For enhanced wave mixing, on the other
hand, we expect c0> 1 or cw> 1. Indeed, for BW only, we find a good fit between the analytic and LES solu-
tions for c05 4 and cw5 1 (BW plot in Figure 9). This suggests that BW mainly enhances near-surface mix-
ing, but does not strongly influence transport at greater depth, which is consistent with the idea that
enhanced BW mixing is confined to the surface [Terray et al., 1996].
Figure 8. Comparison of resolved velocity variance. Our results (black), results from Sullivan et al. [2007] (gray) without wave effects (dash-
dot line), Langmuir turbulence only (triangles), breaking waves only (solid line without symbols), and both wave effects (circles).
Figure 9. LES solutions (dots) for U105 10 m/s and cp=ua535 with and without wave effects and analytic solutions (gray lines) for the modified KPP model with the parameters c0 from
(10) and cw from (11): (c0,cw)5 (1,1) (no waves), (c0,cw)5 (4,1) (BW), (c0,cw)5 (5,6) (LT), and (c0,cw)5 (9,6) (BW and LT).
Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans 10.1002/2014JC010487
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Figure 12. Normalized vertical profiles of mean concentration obtained from LES (symbols)
and from the analytical model given by Eq. (43) using the parameterizations given by Eqs. (37)
and (44) for an OML driven by (from left to right) (i) wind shear, (ii) wind shear and breaking
waves, (iii) wind shear and Stokes drift, and (iv) wind shear, breaking waves, and Stokes drift.
Figure reproduced from Kukulka and Brunner (2015).
it accounts for the mixing promoted by surface cooling. Their solution reads:1061
C(z) = C0
(
1− z/h
z/h
)β
exp
( −β
1− z/h
)
for h ≤ z ≤ zc, (45)1062
where C0 is a constant and zc is a cut-off depth that marks a point were other physi-1063
cal processes not considered become dominant (e.g. wave breaking). In this approach,1064
vertical mass distribution is completely determined by floatability β, and the agreement1065
between profiles obtained from LES and from Eq. (45) is quite good for a range of OML1066
conditions including different levels of wind shear, Stokes drift, and surface cooling (see1067
Fig. 13). This analytical solution allows to predict the center of mass, which is also in1068
good agreement with LES (see Fig. 13d) and yields a theoretical prediction for the sur-1069
face trapping metric Tn = 1+2hcm/h introduced by (Kukulka & Brunner, 2015). Note1070
that significant wave breaking is expected to occur for winds above U10 = 5 to 10 m/s1071
(Banner & Peregrine, 1993). Strictly speaking, results in Fig. 13 should be valid below1072
this limit. However, results presented by Kukulka and Brunner (2015) shown in Fig. 121073
suggest that the effects of wave breaking to the vertical diffusivity are limited to the near1074
surface region.1075
While a unified precise solution for the mean equilibrium profile of buoyant par-1076
ticles under all ocean conditions is still not available, most pieces are now in place. A1077
combination of the approaches used by Kukulka et al. (2016) and Chor et al. (2018b)1078
including wind shear, Stokes drift, breaking waves, and surface cooling seems feasible.1079
From the results presented by Kukulka et al. (2016), it seems clear that the simplest ap-1080
proach to model effects of wave breaking via a near surface, constant eddy diffusivity seems1081
satisfactory. The main missing piece is the inclusion of surface heating. This could be1082
done by simply extending the bulk velocity scale given by Eq. (41) to include effects of1083
surface heating (stabilization).1084
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Figure 13. (a)–(c) Normalized vertical profiles of mean concentration obtained from LES
(colored lines) and from the analytical model given by Eq. (45) (black lines). (d) Normalized
center of mass hcm/h obtained from LES (colored symbols) and approximate theoretical solution
(black line). Colors indicate simulations driven by wind stress and Stokes drift (blue), buoyancy
flux (orange), wind stress (green), and different combinations of wind stress, Stokes drift, and
buoyancy flux (red and magenta). Figure reproduced from Chor et al. (2018b).
4.5 Implications for horizontal transport and dilution1085
Given the strong shear in mean speed and direction of the horizontal velocity within1086
the OML due to planetary rotation, it should be no surprise that the vertical distribu-1087
tion of buoyant material strongly impacts its horizontal transport. Small vertical dis-1088
placements can lead to large horizontal relative displacements. Note that even well-mixed1089
OMLs display significant shear near the surface and near the thermocline (e.g., see hodographs1090
in J. C. McWilliams, Huckle, Liang, and Sullivan (2014) and Chen et al. (2018)). The1091
relationship between floatability and transport direction was first noted by Yang et al.1092
(2014) in the context of surface application of dispersants to oil plumes, and later quan-1093
tified in terms of Db by Yang et al. (2015). Chen et al. (2016a) documented the effects1094
of swell on transport direction of oil droplets, and Chen et al. (2018) also noted the large1095
changes in mean transport speed of oil plumes associated with floatability. Laxague et1096
al. (2018) performed detailed measurements of mean velocity shear near the surface of1097
the ocean and highlighted the potential effect on transport speed for particles with dif-1098
ferent floatability.1099
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Chor et al. (2018b) developed a simple model to predict mean transport velocity1100
of buoyant particles Uh by neglecting horizontal transport by turbulence and using Eq.1101
(45) to describe the mean concentration profile. The model is given by1102
Uh =
1
|h− zc|
∫ zc
h
C0uh(z)
(
1− z/h
z/h
)β
exp
( −β
1− z/h
)
dz, (46)1103
where uh(z) is the mean horizontal velocity profile. The authors demonstrated good agree-1104
ment between model predictions for transport speed and direction and LES results when1105
the mean horizontal velocity profile is known. Mean model predictions are compared to1106
LES results for a wide range of ocean conditions in Fig. 14, where the mean transport1107
direction is indicated with respect to the mean wind direction and uh(z) from each LES1108
simulation is used in Eq. (46). This result highlights the wide range of possible angles1109
between wind and transport direction promoted by different combinations of forcings.1110
Note that the model systematically underpredicts the angle measured in the LES, but1111
given the range of ocean conditions included in Fig. 14 (see figure caption) and the sim-1112
plicity of the modeling approach, the agreement is arguably quite good. Nevertheless,1113
more research is clearly needed in order to improve the accuracy of this type of predic-1114
tion.1115
Figure 14. Mean transport direction for buoyant particles predicted by Eq. (46) displayed
against results from LES for a wide range of ocean conditions. Data from Yang et al. (2015) for
Langmuir turbulence with 0.36 ≤ Lat ≤ 0.61 and a wide range of rise velocities resulting in
0.03 ≤ β ≤ 1.37. Data from Chen et al. (2016a) for swell with Lat = 0.29 and a wide range of
angles between swell and wind covering 360o resulting in 0.11 ≤ β ≤ 2.35. Data from Chor et al.
(2018b) for several combinations of wind stress, Stokes drift, and surface buoyancy flux forcing
resulting in 0.00 ≤ β ≤ 13.4. Surface heating and breaking waves are not included in the analysis.
LES of oil plumes by Yang et al. (2014) showed that the floatability of buoyant ma-1116
terial also had profound consequences for horizontal turbulent diffusion. In particular,1117
they noted that plumes of oil droplets with large β in Langmuir turbulence did not spread1118
much horizontally, coining the term inhibition of dilution. Yang et al. (2015) quantified1119
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the spreading rate of oil plumes as a function of Db and noted that larger floatability1120
(i.e., smaller Db) translated into slower spreading rates. Chen et al. (2018) explained this1121
phenomenon based on the vertical distribution of buoyant materials, and the effect of1122
the directional shear in the mean horizontal velocity on the lateral spreading rate. Liang1123
et al. (2018) developed a full predictive theory and tied these effects of floatability on1124
horizontal diffusion to the well-known concept of shear dispersion. In summary, the com-1125
bination of vertical mixing of material and vertical shear in mean horizontal velocity dom-1126
inates the horizontal diffusivity of depth-averaged buoyant material, as first demonstrated1127
by G. I. Taylor (1953) and Aris (1956) for pipe flow. Liang et al. (2018) used a recent1128
generalization of the theory for shear dispersion developed by Esler and Ramli (2017)1129
to write the horizontal diffusivity tensor due to the shear in the mean velocity as1130
Kh,eff =
[−〈(u− 〈u〉C)M〉z + 〈Kturbxx 〉C −〈(u− 〈u〉C)N〉z + 〈Kturbxy 〉C
−〈(v − 〈v〉C)M〉z + 〈Kturbxy 〉C −〈(v − 〈v〉C)N〉z + 〈Kturbyy 〉C
]
. (47)1131
In Eq. (47), 〈·〉z represents a depth-averaged quantity (within the OML) and 〈·〉C rep-1132
resents a depth-averaged quantity weighted by the vertical distribution of material C(z)/〈C〉z.1133
The weighting functions M(z) and N(z) are determined based only on u(z), v(z), C(z),1134
and K(z) (see Eq. (8) in Liang et al. (2018)), and Kturbxx , K
turb
xy , and K
turb
yy are the com-1135
ponents of horizontal turbulence diffusivity. Note that Kh,eff is a symmetric tensor (even1136
though this aspect is not clear in the form used in Eq. (47)), and it can be written in1137
terms of principal directions and fully described by Kmajor, Kminor, and θmajor. These1138
3 quantities are shown in Fig. 15 as a function of wt/u∗ for an OML driven by wind shear1139
and in Langmuir turbulence. The authors concluded that for weakly buoyant material1140
(low floatability, or small β) the lateral dispersion is dominated by the effects of mean1141
shear (shear dispersion), while this effect is much weaker for highly buoyant material (high1142
floatability, or large β) and turbulence dispersion is the main mechanism for horizontal1143
spreading (see Fig. 15). Liang et al. (2018) also showed that the horizontal diffusivity1144
tensor determined using the KPP model provides a good approximation when compared1145
to LES.1146
Note that the results from Chor et al. (2018b) and Liang et al. (2018) can be com-1147
bined into a complete framework to predict transport and dispersion of plumes of buoy-1148
ant materials in the OML for fairly general conditions (with the exception of stable strat-1149
ification and breaking waves). More specifically, with the analytical expression for the1150
mean concentration profile given by Eq. (45) and mean velocity profiles, mean plume1151
transport can be estimated from Eq. (46) and the plume spread can be estimated from1152
Eq. (47). For these calculations, mean velocity profiles can be obtained from measure-1153
ments or from regional ocean models.1154
Another topic of interest is the effect of plume size ` on the horizontal diffusivity1155
Kh. According to Richardson-Obukhov’s 4/3 law, Kh(`) ∝ `4/3 (Richardson, 1926; Obukhov,1156
1941). This result is formally linked to the relative dispersion of fluid particles, in which1157
the time evolution of the (ensemble) mean squared distance between two fluid particles1158
σ2D(t) is of interest. In particular, one can relate the rate of change in σ
2
D(t) to the space-1159
time structure of the velocity field at scales ` ∝ σD, yielding a series of theoretical pre-1160
dictions for σ2D(t) and Kh ∝ dσ2D/dt at different time/length scales. Theoretical pre-1161
dictions suggest the following regimes: (i) the Batchelor regime with σ2D ∝ t2 and Kh ∝1162
` for small separations such that the solution depends on the initial separation σ2D(t =1163
0) (Batchelor, 1952); (ii) the Richardson-Obukhov regime, with σ2D ∝ t3 and Kh ∝ `4/31164
for separations within the inertial subrange of turbulence; (iii) the diffusive regime with1165
σ2D ∝ t and Kh ∝ `0 = const. for separations much larger than the integral scales of1166
the flow. Clear identification of these regimes in observations and numerical simulations1167
has been challenging because very high Reynolds numbers are required. In the OML,1168
the strong vertical shear and consequent shear dispersion increase further the complex-1169
ity of the flow, and the results from LES of the OML are not entirely conclusive either.1170
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1m. Figure 4a plots the time evolution of relative dis-
placement square D2 in major and minor axes, respec-
tively, for 80 000 particle pairs in an Ekman boundary
layer. Relative dispersion D2 undergoes an initial ex-
ponential growth regime for the first tens of seconds.
After approximately 100 s, D2 grows with t2, implying a
ballistic dispersion regime. For weakly buoyant parti-
cles (wb # 4mms
21), D2 grows with t1.0 after about
104 seconds. For particles of larger buoyant rising speeds
(wb5 10 and 40mms
21), the diffusive dispersion regime
starts earlier, at around 3000 s. An examination of the
vertical profile time series shows that the asymptotic
diffusive regime is reached when the vertical material
profile is equilibrated.
To study the relative importance of the mean hori-
zontal current and the turbulent velocity fluctuation, the
displacement due to horizontally averaged velocity and
turbulent velocity are respectively calculated. For the
weakly buoyant particles (wb# 4mms
21), D2 (domi-
nated by D2major) under the sole influence of horizontal
currents grows approximately with t2 from 102 to about
104 seconds after the initial exponential growth. During
this period, particles are not bounded by the mixed
layer, and the ballistic dispersion regime is due to
unbounded shear dispersion. When the equilibrium
vertical distribution is reached (t . 104 seconds),
D2 growth is diffusive, consistent with the theory of
bounded shear dispersion. The transition to the diffusive
FIG. 4. Horizontal relative dispersion due to (a) total velocity, (b) mean horizontal velocity, and (c) turbulent fluctuating velocities in
Ekman turbulence (U105 10m s
21). Dispersion is rotated to the major and minor axes of dispersion following Eqs. (14a)–(14c). (d) The
asymptotic absolute diffusivities and (e) the directions of the major axis of rotation.
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regime is earlier for particles with larger buoyant speed.
This is qualitatively consistent with the discussion in
section 2b(2) that the theoretical time scale required to
establish an equilibrated vertical profile decreases with
increasing buoyant rising speed. Relative dispersion D2
due to the vertical shear of mean currents changes sig-
nificantly with wband spans a few orders of magnitude
(Fig. 4b). Similar to the time evolution of D2 due to
mean current, D2 due to horizontal turbulent velocity
also undergoes an initial exponential growth and then a
ballistic growth before reaching the asymptotic diffusive
regime in which turbulent velocity for different particles
is uncorrelated (Fig. 4c).
In the diffusive regime, the absolute diffusivity (Fig. 4d)
is half of the relative diffusivity given by Eq. (2)
(e.g., LaCasce 2008 ). The diffusivity i major (Kmajor)
and minor (Kminor) directions and the direction of the
major axis of dispersion u can be calculated as (e.g., Oh
et al. 2000)
Kmajor5Kxx cos
2(u)1K
yy
sin2(u)1K
xy
sin(2u) , (14a)
Kminor5Kxx sin
2(u)1K
yy
cos2(u)2K
xy
sin(2u) , and
(14b)
tan(2u)5
2K
xy
K
xx
2K
yy
. (14c)
The absolute diffusivity in the major axis Kmajor is about
6.2m2 s21 and is more than 15u*hbl at wb5 2mm s
21. It
is the largest among all wbconsidered (solid black line
FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for Langmuir turbulence.
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Figure 15. Equivalent horizontal diffusivity and axis of rotation for OML driven by wind
shear (upper panels) and in Langmuir turbulence (lower panels) as a function of floatbility pa-
rameter (here denoted as wb/u∗) for buoyant material. Reproduced from Liang et al. (2018).
Mensa et al. (2015) calculated σ2D(t) for tracer particles under free-convection and1171
forced convection (i.e., turbulence driven by a combination of surface cooling and weak1172
wind shear). Tracer particles transported by the 3D velocity field, as well as particles1173
transpor ed only by the 2D horizontal velocity field were used. The authors observed hat1174
σ2D(t) transitioned from an exponential growth to the Richardson-Obukhov regime in both1175
experiments, but neither one seems to approach the asymptotic state for large t. On the1176
other hand, simulations by Liang et al. (2018) in wind driven turbulence and Langmuir1177
turbulence do not seem to show this signature, transitioning from the exponential growth1178
to the ballistic regime and directly into the asymptotic σ2D ∝ t regime, bypassing the1179
Richardson-Obukhov regime. It is possible that the simulations of Liang et al. (2018)1180
may not have a long enough inertial subrange with Kolmogorov scaling for the emergence1181
of the Richardson-Obukhov regime. Meanwhile, it is also well known that the energy spec-1182
trum for the large scales in free convection (and possibly in forced convection with weak1183
winds) also presents a k−5/3 scaling, even though this is obviously not associated with1184
an inertial cascade of energy (Yaglom, 1994). This particular spectral scaling in free con-1185
vection could certainly lead to a Richardson-Obukhov scaling even outside of a classi-1186
cal inertial subrange, potentially explaining the clear Richardson-Obukhov scaling in the1187
simulation by Mensa et al. (2015). It is also possible that the much stronger mean shear1188
in the simulations of Liang et al. (2018) prevents the formation of the Richardson-Obukhov1189
regime.1190
Empirical fits to data sets of dye dispersion (i.e., a tracer) in shallow water have1191
yielded slightly slower increase of Kh with ` compared to the Richardson-Obukhov regime1192
(Stommel, 1949a; Okubo, 1971; Murthy, 1976; Lawrence et al., 1995). Lawrence et al.1193
(1995) obtained Kh(`) = 3.2 × 10−4`1.1 (with Kh in m2/s and ` in m). It is not easy1194
to distinguish between the two scalings in the scale-dependent horizontal diffusivities cal-1195
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culated by Mensa et al. (2015) (see Fig. 16). The clear difference in magnitude of dif-1196
fusivity is likely associated with shear dispersion. Chen et al. (2018) studied the effect1197
of chemical dispersants on oil plumes and calculated Kh(`) for their small oil droplet case1198
(which has β = 0.07). Their diffusivity (see Fig. 16) falls exactly on top of the fit to1199
experimental data for tracers performed by Lawrence et al. (1995). A more systematic1200
investigation of σ2D(t) and Kh(`) in wide range of OML conditions is certainly needed.1201
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a b
c d
Fig. 13. Scale-dependent relative diffusivity kD(ℓ) for Exp. B (upper panels (a), (b) and Exp. BW (lower panels, (c), (d)) using 2D sampling (left panels) and 3D sampling (right
panels). Diffusivity is computed from particles released at 5m (red), 10m (green) and 15m (blue) depths. Okubo (1970) curve is plotted for reference in solid line. The dashed line
marks Richardson’s scaling of kD ∼ ℓ4/3 (amplitude for the dashed line is arbitrary). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
a b
Fig. 14. Temporal and vertical variability of the horizontally-averaged kinetic energy dissipation rate log(ϵ) [Wkg−1] for (a) Exp. B and (b) Exp. BW over three days after the spin-up.
(Imberger, 1985; Brainerd and Gregg, 1993a; 1993b; D’Asaro et al.,
2002; Nagai et al., 2005; Yeates et al., 2013). A quantity of general
interest is the kinetic energy dissipation rate ϵ [Wkg−1].
Considering the full expression for ϵ (Hinze, 1959),
ϵ = νi j
(
∂u′i
∂x j
+
∂u′j
∂xi
)
∂u′i
∂x j
, (18)
and given that ν ij is defined as the diagonal tensor νi j =
(
νh 0 0
0 νh 0
0 0 νz
) we use the following expression for ϵ,
ϵ = 2νh
(
∂u′
∂x
)2
+ 2νh
(
∂v′
∂y
)2
+ 2νz
(
∂w′
∂z
)2
, (19)
where u′, v′ and w′ are turbulent fluctuations, which are taken as
anomalies with respect to the horizontal and temporal mean.
The daily cycle of the kinetic energy dissipation rate in the mod-
eled flow fields is similar to what was observed in the real ocean un-
der similar conditions (Brainerd and Gregg, 1993a) and presents a rel-
atively stable cycle in time (Fig. 14).
Given that we have only one process (rotating convective cells and
their wind-sheared counterpart), we cannot capture oceanic dissipa-
tion rates frommicro-structure profilers, in which the higher dissipa-
tion rates could be driven either by injection of energy by local pro-
cesses, such as waves and small-scale wind events, or energy cascade
by instabilities in the submesoscale range.
Kinetic energy dissipation rate for Exp. BW and Exp. B shows
qualitatively the same time dependency with deepening of the mix-
ing layer at night and restratification during the day. The region of
CHEN, YANG, MENEVEAU, AND CHAMECKI
FIG. 5. Apparent diffusivity is shown against the scale of dispersion (defined here as ℓ = 3σr ) for the LES
cases with and without dispersant (solid circles). In the same panel are also shown the fits of Lawrence t al.
[28] using also data from Refs. [26,27].
the flow acceleration in these straining regions between large eddies). On the other hand, the plume
affected by dispersant had its horizontal spread significantly increased by the directional shear within
the Ekman spiral. These different behaviors were further quantified in terms of apparent diffusivities
computed using Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) [Fig. 4(e)]. Note that in Fickian diffusion one would expect
Kr to be constant and in Richardson diffusion Kr ∝ t2 [52]. While the total apparent diffusivity in
the case with dispersant seems to follow somewhere in between these two cases, the surface slick
without dispersant shows a small decrease of Kr with time.
The components of apparent diffusivity in x and y directions are also shown in Fig. 4(e). In
general, for large times, there is not much directional dependence, and the lateral diffusivity is
approximately isotropic. This is particularly clear for the plume with dispersant. For the plume
without dispersant, the plume is very sensitive to the straining and destraining cycle imposed by the
large eddies, which yields oscillations in apparent diffusivity out of phase by approximately 180o
(this effect, at times, leads to one instance of negative diffusivity representing a very strong straining
of the plume). Perhaps h most interesti g feature is the crossing between the two diffusivities for
the plume without dispersant, whic s ggest that the initial preferential growth in the y dir ction
seen in Figs. 3(e)–3(f) is a transient effect. Indeed, the shape of the plume after 40 h is much more
symmetric (not shown).
Instantaneous apparent diffusivities shown in Fig. 4(e) were averaged conditioned on the
instantaneous plume scale yielding a scale- pendent Kh(ℓ). For th case without dispersant, the
plume scale did not change much during the simulation period, and all points were averaged together,
yielding one single value of Kh. For the case with dispersant, the plume scale increased significantly
083801-12
Figure 16. Horizontal diffusivity displayed against the scale of dispersion `. Left panel show
LES cases from Chen et al. (2018) with dispersant (solid red circles, β = 1.72) and without
dispersant (solid blue circle, β = 0.07) together with observational data from dye experi-
ments (Stommel, 1949a; Okubo, 1971; Murthy, 1976; Lawre ce et al., 1995) and the empirical
fit from Lawrence et al. (1995). Right panels show similar plots for the free-convection (upper
panel) and forced convecti n (low r panel) simulati ns from Mensa et al. (2015) compared to the
Richardson-Obukhov and the empirical fit by Okubo (1971) (note that the fits by Okubo (1971)
and Lawrence et al. (1995) are nearly identical). Left panel reproduced from Chen et al. (2018)
and right panels reproduced from Mensa et al. (2015).
4.6 Applications o plank on dy amics1202
Another interesting application of LES has been on the effects of turbulence mix-1203
ing on the distribution of plankton in the OML. Lewis (2005) developed a simple model1204
of plankton dynamics by coupling three filtered advectio -diffusion-reaction equations1205
representing concentrations fields of nitrate (N), phytoplankton (P ), and zooplankton1206
(Z) to an LES model of turbulent flows. In their Eulerian NPZ model, the quations1207
are coupled to each other by processes of nitrate uptake promoting phytoplankton growth,1208
phytoplankton grazing promoting zooplankton growth, zooplankton mortality, and re-1209
cycling of nitrate due to a limitation in nitrate storage by phytoplankton and light avail-1210
ability. From a transport perspective, all three concentration fields are passively trans-1211
ported by the flow (i.e., they behave as tracer particles), and the model does not account1212
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for zooplankton swimming. Lewis, Brereton, and Siddons (2017) and Brereton, Siddons,1213
and Lewis (2018) employed the same model to investigate the formation of peaks in bi-1214
ological activity in the middle of the OML and the conditions leading to horizontal patch-1215
iness in plankton populations, respectively. Both studies considered Langmuir turbulence1216
with fixed Lat = 0.3, but varying wind conditions. The mid OML peak in mean plank-1217
ton concentration and the horizontal patchiness in instantaneous fluctuations appear for1218
intermediate wind forcing (corresponding to a wind speed at 10 m of approximately U10 =1219
2.5 m/s), being absent in strong (U10 = 4 m/s) and weak (U10 = 1.2 m/s) wind condi-1220
tions. Both features seem to be impacted (if not determined) by the dynamics of Langmuir-1221
driven entrainment at the bottom of the OML. Unfortunately, the entrainment zone is1222
not properly represented in their simulations, given the absence of a stratified thermo-1223
cline below the OML and the use of a no-slip boundary condition at the bottom of the1224
domain (which is very close to the bottom of the OML). This may impact some of the1225
results presented by the authors. Nevertheless, the coupled LES-NPZ model is an in-1226
teresting contribution and these three studies presented a promising direction for fur-1227
ther investigations of the coupling between dynamical processes in the OML and bio-1228
logical systems.1229
Three other studies used simpler approaches to study specific aspects of plankton1230
dynamics. Enriquez and Taylor (2015) used an Eulerian model of phytoplankton con-1231
centration (with specified depth-dependent phytoplankton growth/death rate) to study1232
the effects of wind stress and surface buoyancy flux on triggering spring phytoplankton1233
blooms (in the absence of wave forcing). K. M. Smith, Hamlington, and Fox-Kemper (2016)1234
used a number of Eulerian passive tracers released at different depths to study the ef-1235
fects of submesoscale flows and Langmuir turbulence on vertical transport. Their results1236
show that, even in the presence of strong submesoscale eddies, Langmuir turbulence dom-1237
inates the vertical transport of tracers. Finally, R. L. Smyth, Akan, Tejada-Mart´ınez,1238
and Neale (2017) used Lagrangian tracer particle trajectories from LES simulations of1239
Langmuir turbulence and a model of underwater light fields to study the effects on phy-1240
toplankton photosynthetic activity in the Ross Sea Polynya.1241
These initial studies illustrate the potential of LES as a tool to understand plank-1242
ton dynamics in the OML in response to different flow, nutrient, and light environments.1243
Recent work with DNS using Lagrangian active particles showed important interactions1244
between plankton gyroctatic swimming and wind driven turbulence in free-surface flows1245
(Mashayekhpour et al., 2017). Incorporation of effects that arise from active swimmers1246
in LES may be challenging, as most dynamical interactions are likely to be modulated1247
by SGS dynamics and can be affected by other small-scale phenomena such as feeding1248
currents generated by appendage motions (Jiang et al., 2002) that would need to be pa-1249
rameterized in LES. Nevertheless, this is likely an important area for future research.1250
5 Open questions and future directions1251
Since the first applications of large eddy simulation (LES) to study turbulence in1252
the ocean mixed layer (OML) in the mid nineties by Skyllingstad and Denbo (1995) and1253
J. C. McWilliams et al. (1997), numerical simulations have enabled unprecedented ad-1254
vances in the understanding of turbulence in the upper ocean. Moving forward, several1255
steps are needed to further establish the credibility of LES results and the applicabil-1256
ity of the assumptions currently being adopted in setting up the problem for LES solu-1257
tions.1258
From a fundamental perspective, a clear assessment of the limitations of the Craik-1259
Leibovich equations is still lacking. Comparisons between CL theory and existing ob-1260
servations are encouraging (E. D’Asaro et al., 2014), and clearly LES including the vor-1261
tex force produces results in better agreement with observations than without it (E. A. D’Asaro,1262
2014). However, the use of the CL equations in turbulence-resolving simulations needs1263
to be investigated by comparing results with those produced by wave-resolving simula-1264
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tions. Recent work by P. Wang and O¨zgo¨kmen (2018) using the Reynolds-averaged Navier-1265
Stokes equations with a constant eddy-viscosity closure showed that the Langmuir cir-1266
culations produced by the CL equations and the associated vertical scalar transport cor-1267
respond well to those produced by a wave-resolving model only if the unsteady interac-1268
tion between currents and waves is included in the CL model. The importance of this1269
effect in turbulence-resolving simulations in unknown. Xuan, Deng, and Shen (2019) per-1270
formed a detailed analysis of vorticity fields in a wave-resolving LES with the surface wave1271
form controlled by an artificial air pressure field imposed on the water surface, and showed1272
that the vorticity dynamics is consistent with the vortex force modeling in the CL equa-1273
tions. A clean comparison between wave-resolving simulations including two-way cou-1274
pling between waves and currents and those based on the CL equations is still needed.1275
Ideally, such comparison would be performed in more realistic settings (e.g. for broad-1276
band sea-surface wave fields), and would include analysis of turbulence statistics (at least1277
first- and second-order moments and the components of the TKE budget).1278
Moving from idealized studies to more realistic oceanic conditions, studies must ad-1279
dress the role of wave breaking and the temporal and spatial variability in Stokes drift1280
and wind stresses. In the context of material transport, recent DNS simulations have shown1281
that wave breaking may result in horizontal transport of fluid particles near the surface1282
ten times larger than that predicted by Stokes drift (Deike et al., 2017). This effect can1283
impact the characteristics of Langmuir turbulence and significantly alter material trans-1284
port in the OML, and it is currently not included in LES models. The use of a spectral1285
wave model to determine the Stokes drift profile implemented by Sullivan et al. (2012)1286
and Rabe et al. (2015) can certainly be used to address several limitations of current ide-1287
alized LES studies (inclusion of broadband wave spectrum, incorporation of spatial and1288
time variability of wave field, etc.). If spatial variability of wind stress on spatial scales1289
comparable to those characteristic of OML turbulence prove to be important, a two-way1290
coupling between atmosphere and ocean may be needed.1291
LES results must be validated by comparison of model outputs with observations1292
and quantitative measurements in the ocean. Detailed observations of turbulence and1293
material transport required for this type of model validation are not easily obtained in1294
the OML, but they are needed to ensure that the field is moving in the correct direction.1295
This effort should probably be accompanied by a more systematic study of the perfor-1296
mance of different subgrid-scale models and the effects of domain size and grid resolu-1297
tion on the structure of OML turbulence.1298
One of the results of using LES to study material transport in the OML is the pos-1299
sibility of a unified characterization. The studies have led to the insight that character-1300
ization of relative material buoyancy is critical for which the concept of floatability seems1301
to be the appropriate framework to characterize the full range of materials, from sink-1302
ing particles (negative floatability) to surface floaters (infinite floatability). The floata-1303
bility parameter β given by Eq. (42) with the generalized velocity scale W given by Eq.1304
(41) is useful in synthesizing results from studies designed for specific sets of materials1305
(gas bubbles, oil droplets, microplastic particles, etc.) under different sets of OML con-1306
ditions associated with various ranges of wind shear, buoyancy flux, and surface wave1307
forcings. More work is needed to further test and refine this framework, and to develop1308
extensions of the velocity scale to surface heating (stabilizing) fluxes and, possibly, wave1309
breaking effects. Through this framework, together with simple analytical solutions for1310
the vertical distribution of material, horizontal transport and diffusion can be determined.1311
From a regional ocean modeling perspective, LES results highlight the importance1312
of small-scale turbulence on scalar transport by larger scale flow structures such as meso1313
and submesoscales. This effect is particularly important for buoyant particles such as1314
gas bubbles, oil droplets, and some types of microplastic, as the vertical distribution of1315
material within the OML has an important effect on the overall fate of these materials.1316
Thus, an improved KPP-like approach that includes effects of Langmuir turbulence and1317
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wave breaking on the eddy diffusivity and on the non-local fluxes of material is needed.1318
The recent realization that submesoscale structures significantly interact with and mod-1319
ulate small-scale turbulence adds another layer of complexity to this problem, suggest-1320
ing the need of multiscale tools capable of accommodating the interaction between the1321
different scales involved.1322
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